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Parking ban may eliminate
up to 5,000 nearby spaces

Richatd

Camera gets mask-eye view
The camera shows the view a modern day "Zorro" might see through
today’s necessary headgear. Above, an SJSU fencer points out the disadvantages of being on the wrong end of a sword. See related story and
photos on page six.

By Gilbert Chan
SJSU may be faced with the loss
of 3,000 to 5,000 parking spaces if the
city imposes a parking ban
throughout the campus community.
If the city plans a parking restriction, the ban would encompass
the area bordered by Fourth, 17th,
Julian and Williams streets, according to Robbie Robinson, city
parking advisory committee
member.
"I think you’re going to face a
loss of about 3,500 to 4,000 parking
spaces," he told the seven-member
university parking committee
Monday.
That figure includes about 1,000
parking spaces from the two dirt
Ampco lots at the west end of
campus.
The two may be closed next fall if
negotiations by the San Jose
Redevelopment Agency and a
development group are completed
this April.
Majority favors
Art Hormel, chairman of the San
Jose parking advisory committee,
said it is a "very strong possibility"
the city would approve a parking
ban in the community.
He said a majority of the council
members favor such a restriction at
this time.
City officials have indicated a
parking ban on portions of 12th and
13th streets would push the cars to
adjacent streets. Therefore, they
would instead support a campuswide restriction to alleviate the
parking congestion on all streets.
Campus community residents
have criticized the university for its
inaction on finding parking solutions
and it appears the city has intervened in the matter in an effort to

Councilman Price walks out
of A.S. allocations meeting
A.S. Councilman Nathan Price
walked out of a special allocations
committee meeting Monday in "a
hulf," according to one observer,
when there was no second for his
motion to allocate $1,873 to Leisure
Services.
Price said by leaving he was
trying to point out two problems: the
lack of attendance and participation
at the meetings and the lack of a
defined role for the committee.
The special allocations committee determines if groups and
organizations are eligible to receive
A.S. funding and recommends to the
council how much the requesting
groups should receive.
Adjournment forced
Price’s departure forced adjournment due to lack of quorum.
Still in attendance were James
Ferguson, A.S. president; Greg
Soulds, director of student business
affairs; Steve Madwin, council
finance officer; and Penny Terry,
who sits on the committee for adviser-at-large Louie Barozzi.
Witnesses said there was no

"By leaving, I am demanding
that on the behalf of students she be
there next time," Price said. "Next
time she’ll just have to be there so I
can’t walk out and close the
meeting."
He said he was trying to address
the fact that the role of the committee is misunderstood. Price said
the committee, and not council, is
setting funding policies.
The committee ideally Should
just review requests for allocations
and make cuts before they are
presented to council, Price said.

Nathan Price
arguing or heated discussion before
Price walked out. As Price began to
leave, Ferguson, who was chairing
the meeting, asked him if he knew
quorum would be lost if he left. Price
responded that he did, and left.
A.S. Vice President Jeff Brown
and Treasurer Pam Wade were not
present. Wade called the meeting
with the members’ approval.

Rewrite needed
"The whole act needs rewriting,"
he said in reference to Act 21, which
established the committee. "It is a
subcommittee of council’s finance
committee but there can be a
quorum without council’s representative being present."
He said Madwin has been asked
several times to convene the finance
committee and address the problem
of special allocations’ role but has
done nothing.

Proposals postponed
by parking committee
The Campus Community Task
Force parking and transportation
subcommittee decided Monday
evening to refrain from making any
parking proposals until the university makes its own proposals to the
city council Nov. 18.
Bill Plate, chairman of the committee and a supporter of parking
restrictions on 12th and 13th streets,
told the committee the city may
decide to ban parking throughout the
campus area. (see related story
above.)
Concern was expressed by
various members of the committee
to other groups seeking solutions to
the SJSU community parking
problem.
Task Force Chairwoman Joan
Corsiglia said of the university’s

Parking Advisory Committee meeting Monday afternoon: "I left the
meeting with the feeling that the university wasn’t concerned with outside groups. They didn’t seem like
they were about to accept any
responsibility."
The committee decided to seek
cooperation between the university,
city and themselves, but also
decided to stay separate in their
actions "or risk being drowned in
the other groups."
The committee was very disappointed that student and administration involvement has been limited in
cooperating with their committee.
There were nine people present
at the meeting, all community residents, and no one representing the
administration or students.

encourage SJSU to take action.
Bill Plate, president of the
Naglee Park Homeowner’s
Association, said a parking restriction would pressure SJSU into
developing a shuttle bus system.
Lou assumed
"We don’t feel the neighborhood
should be used as a parking lot for
the university," he has said.
The university, according to Col.
Mark Gale, chairman of both the
university committee and Aerospace Studies Department, should
assume the loss of on-street parking
when reviewing parking alternatives for the campus.
Other university committee
members seemed to accept the possible city restriction on parking and
agreed that it should be considered
when finding alternatives.
Hormel said any parking restriction would not begin until next
fall. He said it would take the city six
months to initiate any plan.
He added the city council is likely
to postpone action on the proposed
parking ban on portions of 12th and

13th streets and review a campuswide restriction later in the year.
The 12th and 13th street parking
ban was proposed by the Naglee
Park Homeowner’s association and
is scheduled to be considered by the
council next week.
Gale said SJSU should think of
possible solutions with the as-

Ferguson’s choice
due on Atty. Gen.
The Spartan Daily has learned
that A.S. President James Ferguson
will recommend either Scott Soper
or Jonathan Fil for attorney general
at today’s council meeting.
They were the choices of the ad
hoc committee formed to help find
the nominee, and were interviewed
by Ferguson yesterday.
Attorney General Perry Litch-

Bunzel to speak today
on presidential election
SJSU President John Bunzel will
deliver a free public lecture on the
presidential candidates and their
campaigns at 12:30 p.m. today in the
Concert Hall on Seventh Street.
A question and answer session
will follow the address entitled,
"The 1976 Presidential Election:
What of It?"
Following the speech, Bunzel will
hold an open door session in his
office, Tower Hall 206, from 2:30 to
4:30 p.m.
Students will be able to speak
"off-the-record" with Bunzel.
Bunzel’s address comes at the invitation of A.S. President James
Ferguson.

sumption that 3,000 to 5,000 parking
spaces will be lost.
He also suggested the committee
investigate the possibility of A.S.
allocating funds for a shuttle bus
service.
Students transferred
Such a service would transfer
students from the Municipal
Stadium parking lot, at Alma and
10th streets, to the campus.
The estimated annual cost for
shuttle service, with six-minute intervals from 7 a.m. to 9 a.m. and
half-hour service until 3 p.m., is
$42,000, according to a report by the
city transportation division.
Gale said the major question concerning the shuttle system is the actual cost involved and the source of
funding.
He added the university should
assume there are limited funds
available to SJSU when considering
parking solutions.
The university committee, comprised of administrative, faculty and
community members, virtually
eliminated the construction of a new
parking garage, as a solution to the
parking problem.
Stanley Burnham, dean of the
School of Applied Sciences and Arts
and a member of the city parking
advisory committee, said SJSU
"must find a feasible approach in
solving the problem."
He said the CSIJC Board of Trustees would not approve another
parking garage.

In 1972, Bunzel gave a similar
talk on the Nixon -McGovern presidential race. He has done political
commentary on television and again
will be commenting election eve on
the Ford-Carter race on KQED,
Channel 9.
Bunzel has a Ph.D. in political
science from the University of Califorms at Berkeley and served as
chairman of the Political Science
Department at San Francisco State
University before coming to SJSU.

field announced his resignation Sept.
29, stating it would be effective when
a suitable replacement was found.
Ferguson said the committee was
formed so he could not be accused of
stacking offices with his people.
The committee was made up of
Ferguson, Litchfield, A.S. Personnel
Director Gloria Grotjan, adviser
representative Penny Terry and
Vice President Jeff Brown.
It was split two-two on Soper and
Fil. Since Ferguson was not present
at one of the interviews it was
decided that he interview both of
them individually and then make his
choice.
Council must approve the appointment with a two-thirds
majority of those present.

Weather
Mostly clear, lows in the mid -40s
with highs in the mid to upper 70s.
Winds will be light and variable,
except Northerly winds from 5 to 15
miles per hour during the afternoons. Light to moderate smog.
- SJSU Meteorology Department

Ugly mug contest
draws 30 takers

Scott Hartman grits his teeth in an effort to win the gurning contest.

By Diana Teasland
With eyes crossed and faces distorted, SJSU students posed before a
photographer yesterday in front of
the Student Union and displayed
their funniest faces in a gurning contest sponsored by a recreation class.
Approximately 30 students
participated in the contest to see
who could make the funniest-ugliest
face.
Practicing in front of a mirror
provided by the recreation class for
the competitors, Jodi Pullman said
she entered the contest because she
loves to make faces. "I love to impersonate," she said. "I love
mimicry."
"It’s excellent therapy," she
added. "It’s good to let go, more
people should let go."
Another student, Laura Bamford,
practiced for several minutes before
she faced the camera and crossed
her eyes.
"I haven’t practiced it for a long
time," she said. "It takes a lot of
practice."
Photographer Steve Johnson said
most gurners tended lobe shy about
making faces in front of other
people. He said many would tell him
not to look while they were practicing in the mirror before gurning.
Paul Neuwenhuijs, a member of

the gurning contest committee, said
the contest didn’t set many rules because most people were unfamiliar
with what gurning means.
"A true gurnor doesn’t use his
hands, he uses his facial expressions," he said.
People like winner Roger Grant
used his hands to split his mouth
open.
Another student created a
humorous look when she placed
quarters in her eyes and put an
orange peel in her mouth.
During the contest 100 students
passing by were asked to choose
their favorite gurner from pictures
placed on a poster board.
The majority of the students comments were favorable, they said the
contest was refreshing, unusual and
just plain fun.
Only two students disapproved of
it. One person said it was embarrassing and another student said
the only way to improve it was to
have cancelled it in the first place.
One person commented the contest "losens up the campus’ average
poker face image." One student felt
it was ’’just the break I needed for
the day."
The winner of the contest will be
given a $5 gift certificate from a
local record shop.
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Opinion
Comedians, not politicians,
have all the answers to life
By Kevin Dwyer
I’ve been casually reading Woody
Allen’s fabulous new book, "Without
Feathers," and I’m now convinced
that comedians are the only people
in the world able to embellish us
with truth while trying to make us
laugh.
It seems stupid almost futile
to think some former class clown,
who happens to possess a quick wit
and an uncanny knack for voice
inflection is the only realistic soothsayer we have.
But look at the alternatives.
Doctors certainly don’t tell us
where it’s at. They merely try to fix
our indoor plumbing, never really
discerning whether that persistent
cough we have is a warning sign of
cancer or the remains of that cat
hair we swallowed four months
back.
The same holds true for
psychiatrists, who are apt to make
us lie down on a leather couch face
up and ramble on about the
psychopathic tendencies in our
personality. Hell, what do we know
about ourselves, anyway?
And politicians? Well, as most
apathetic voters already know,
politicans are nothing but a herd of
star-studded heroes, too preoccu-
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Letters
People ’fools’
by not voting
Editor:
Jerr, Worlev’s analogy between
presidential candidates (Letters,
Oct. 261 and consumer products is
very poor.
A consumer does not feel the
effects of a bad product that he/she
does not buy. A voter, of course, does
feel the effects of the presidential
candidate elected.
More to the point, a citizen who
does not vote helps to elect one of the
presidential candidates, since every
vote not cast for one candidate
contributes possibly to the victory of
another candidate.
I also disagree vehemently with
the statement that the country would
have lost if it had selected either
Nixon or McGovern.
While I agree with Worley’s
opinion that the country lost with
Nixon, it is my opinion that
McGovern would have provided a
great and positive difference to the
Nixon/Ford years.
The Vietnam war would hav.
ended honorably with amnesty ti
those who resisted it (instead thi
wounds of the war are left unhealed
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and Ford adds salt to them on occasion), McGovern’s economics
would have emphasized people
rather than statistics, and, most
importantly, McGovern’s administration would have provided a new
emphasis to the protection of civil
rights and liberties, rather than
burying them beneath prejudice,
presidential power, and "national
security."
Perhaps I am an idealist to
believe the latter, but I challenge
those who would compare a Nixon/Ford administration with a McGovern one, since the voters and
non-voters didn’t give it the opportunity.
The fools in the upcoming election are those who believe that they
are not affected by its outcome or
are not responsible for its outcome
simply because they do not vote.
If you don’t vote, don’t complain.
Only those who have the courage to
vote have the right to criticize.
Clay Trost
History graduate

Reps defend
ads by Gallo
Editor:
We are writing in reply to John
Magnano’s letter in the Oct. 20
Spartan Daily with regard to Gallo
advertisements.
We feel that it is the right of Gallo
Winery or any other company to
purchase advertising space in the
Daily. To do otherwise would be
censorship.
Certainly it is better to permit
full expression of ideas from both
sides rather than require silence. As
educated individuals, we would like
to think none of us are afraid to be
presented with both sides of any
issue.
Steve Luhrs
Accounting senior
Marsha DE’lia
Advertising junior
SJSU Gallo representatives

pied with being re-elected to give a
damn.
But comedians, they get us back
down on the pavement. They tell us
what’s really going on. They put
things in perspective when all forms
of perspective have gone kaput.
Take Johnny Carson, for
example. Without Johnny taking us
through the daily newspaper with
his nightly monologue how would we
ever know that behind every
Watergate there stands a Milhous?
Kevin Dwyer is a Spartan Daily
staff writer.
Or that President Ford is
currently acting presidential. Or,
better yet, that, Jimmy Carter’s
teeth are actually dentures transplanted from a cadavver, who
while living, was a door-to-door
salesman for the Colgate Palmolive
Co.
Not only do comedians speak
truth through a masquerade of
laughter, but they also help smooth
out such long-standing social
hangups as masturbation, pimples,
fashion (or what not to wear), vice,
girls, love, good books, bad breath,

body odor, and sex with an honesty
and a sincerity no other profession
on earth would dare undertake.
Intentionally or unintentionally,
comedians fill a social void. They
strip the paint away from all the
hubbub and gobblegook of day to day
living in order to get to the heart of
the issues.
No politician worth his salt would
dare examine an issue with the same
clarity and in-depthness that a
comedian does. It would be sheer
suicide.
Imagine if the Supreme Court
Justices had examined obscenity the
same way Lenny Bruce once did.
Why, there’d probably be half a
peace sign and a picture of Linda
Lovelace on every American
mantel.
Comedians are by nature a
necessary commodity. They’re an
important alternative to the bland
routineness we often find ourselves
in.
Heck, if it weren’t for the antics
of Saturday Night Live, millions of
pot-smoking young people and
everyone else who watches TV
would be forced to hit the hay early,
resulting in a multitude of unwanted
children or rabbits, depending on
what you’re into.

Runyon mixes religion, politics
in ’Christian’ city council effort
By Forrest Miller
David Runyon, in his quest to be
elected to the San Jose city council,
has overstepped the boundary in
seeking votes on a religious basis.
It is the responsibility and obligation for a political canamate to seek
out and capture votes from the
public. He must pursue these votes
as vigorously as he can to prevent
his opponent from being elected.
But Runyon has violated the
basic constitutional philosophies of
the founding fathers by wedding
politics and religion.
Traditionally, religion has stayed
separate from politics. However,
Runyon, in a letter to members of
the Christian clergy and churches,
has implied that he is the only
Christian running for the council
position. He further implies that he
would be the only Christian person in
the government, should he be
elected.
The letter states, "If you want to
see Christian people in government,
if you want to see people in government for whom morality is a way of
life," vote for Runyon.
The purpose of the letter was to
ask for members of the church to
send $12 for his campaign.
Many church members ( whether
they be Christians, Jews, Buddhists,

etc.) are reverently devoted to their
religion and, when hit with the line
"we Christians have a long history
of banding together to support missionaries, to spread our message,
and to sustain our houses of worship" and "to support Christian
morality in office," emotional
decisions can be irrationally made.
Forrest Miller is a Spartan Daily
staff writer.
That church member could feel
obligated, for religion’s sake, to vote
for Runyon.
The letter goes on in a continued
effort to involve those of the
Christian faith, saying "if every
brother and sister in the congregations is committed to a fundamental
change in the nature of government," they will support Runyon.
Who doesn’t want fundamental
changes in government? By playing
on this, Runyon again places the
burden on those of the Christian
faith and not on people as a whole, as
it should be.
On the other side of the coin,
stressing religion as strongly as
Runyon does in his letter can be a
"turn off" to those that shy away
from voting for someone whose
actions in office could be dictated by

his religious beliefs.
As a comparison, presidential
candidate Jimmy Carter is having
difficulty in gathering votes because
of his strict, almost fanatical beliefs
in the philosophy of the Baptist
Church.
Coincidentally, basically the
same letter was sent to San Jose
which Runyon is with
realtors
the only difference being changes in
addressed reference.
Instead of "Dear Brothers and
Sisters in Christ," it reads "Dear
Fellow Realtors."
The letter also criticizes
Runyon’s opponent and his
"Christian morality." Bart Collins is
Presbyterian and is a trustee of his
church.
It is one thing to question your
opponents competency in running
for public office, but certainly distasteful to attack him personally;
whether it be about a physical
defect, or his age, or, in this case, his
religion. It is an invasion of his
privacy; certainly not having anything to do with his qualifications for
public office.
This type of vote-getting is unethical. Religion shouldn’t be
associated with politics and an effort
by a politician to involve religion is
striking below the belt.

Filling in the Blanks

Former campaign zealot finds nothing to vote for,
but finds something to vote againstGerald Ford
By Steven C. Taylor
I sat in my living room last night
and surveyed my absentee ballot
with a slight tingle of excitement.
There is a strange sensation one
feels, knowing that one has his ballot
already in hand, ready to be marked
and mailed well over a week before
most other voters get the chance to
cast theirs.
Added to this feeling is another,
which comes from the fact that this
is the first presidential election I
have participated in.
Looking at my ballot, I fully
realized just how much I had looked
forward to this moment.
It dates back to 1968, when I was
assisting my. mother in Eugene
McCarthy’s unsuccessful effort to
win that year’s California primary.
It was a neck and neck race with
Bobby Kennedy and, although I was
only an eighth grader, I desperately
wanted to vote.
Four years later, I felt the same
frustration. I knocked on doors and
dialed telephones for George
McGovern, again foiled by my age
and not allowed to cast my ballot.
I sweated out my candidate’s
narrow primary win, only to feel
truly bitter in November when I sat
at home, powerless and unable to
individually thwart Richard Nixon’s
landslide.
But now my time had finally
come. The only problem was, I
didn’t know who to vote for.
Alas, the young zealot of the last
two campaigns has aged to reveal an
uninterested observer of the Ford carter contest. I sat there last

evening with an abstract notion of
punching the empty box on the
bottom and writing in Eugene McCarthy, my original political hero.
I toyed with my pencil and
hovered it menacingly over the
card, but something kept me from
marking it. Whenever I put it over
the circle, my hand would jerk back,
unsuccessful in its effort.
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He defended his efforts to delay
federal standards for automobile
emissions, which were supposed to
have started this year, but is now
delayed well into the next decade.
I sat and watched Ford defend his
economic policies, trying to convince me things were actually
getting better. Sure, unemployment
is up, inflation is rising, prices are
skyrocketing and the recession is
digging deeper into our wallets, but
Ford firmly believes things are
getting better.

Steven C. Taylor is the Opinion
Page Editor of the Spartan Daily.
A feeling which I deeply despised
was rising in me and threatening to
gain control of my mind, as well as
my hand.
It was a feeling that, should I
write in McCarthy, my first ballot in
a general presidential election
wouldn’t be worth anything. It would
be as if I hadn’t voted at all.
I have never had that feeling
before. In 1968, I sided with my
mother against my father when she
insisted on writing in McCarthy on
the November ballot. In this year’s
primary, I righteously voted for
Morris Udall, although I knew he
had the same chance, according to
one friend, "as a snowball in hell."
I have no deep feeling for Jimmy
Carter. He gives me the same impression as does Hubert Humphery
blah.
What was bothering me, though,
was my deep feeling for Gerald Ford
a feeling of repulsion.
I had sat before the television set
last Friday evening and witnessed
the finale of the Ford -Carter

characterization of black Americans. Such seeras to be the mentality
of our Republican leadership.
I sat and watched Ford defend his
environmental record, which included veto of a bipartisan -supported bill limiting strip mining
legislation that even had the support
of the United Mine Workers.

I sat and watched Gerald Ford,
heard his words, his rationale, his
beliefs and decided, above all else, I
really want him to lose I want him
back in Grand Rapids and out of the
White House, where he can only hurt
himself and not anyone else.
The feeling engulfed me as I
stared at my ballot.

debates.
I sat and watched Gerald Ford
defend his chief of staff, Gen.
George Brown, after Brown had
called Israel "a burden to our
defense" and had mocked Brkain as
a country of "generals and bands"

in an interview last week.
It was last year that Brown said
our defense of Israel was continued
because Jewish interests control the
nation’s banks.
My memory didn’t have to reach
far to remember Earl Butz and his

Just above that blank box on the
presidential card, the last noted of
seven executive tickets, was Jimmy
Carter and Walter Mondale.
I put my pencil down on the cirri..
opposite their box and waited to see
if my arm would jerk back in failure.
It didn’t.
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Cable TV regulation
moves a step closer
By John C. Hayes
A consumer agency this
week moved one step
closer to regulation of
cable television and public
disclosure of its activities.
The Santa Clara County
Consumer Commission
Monday voted unanimously to request the
Board of Supervisors
subpoena Gill Industries
President Allan T. Gilliland if he does not respond
by Nov. 8 to questions concerning the closing of the
Community Media Center
(CMC) and Gill requirements for senior citizen discounts.
If Gilliland refuses to
respond and the supervisors vote to approve the
subpoena it will mean the
county is willing to
regulate cable and set standards for the service.
If not, cable television in
Santa Clara County will
continue to operate more or
less independently, subject
only to minimum standards set by the Federal
Communication Commission (FCC).
Commission voted
In an Oct. 19 meeting a
subcommittee of the
consumer commission
voted to ask for the subpoena after Gilliland refused requests to appear
before the commission.
In that meeting the subcommittee heard three
hours of sworn testimony
by representatives for the
CMC outlining what they

called a deterioration of
service and harassment of
senior citizens requesting
discounts for cable television service.
The CMC is a non-profit
corporation set up in June,
1975 to operate public access channel 2B. On Aug. 15
it was declared bankrupt
and closed by its treasurer,
a former Gill employe.
One week later Gill
employes removed transmitting equipment from
the CMC and later resumed
public access taping from a
Gill -operated studio on
Fourth Street.
The senior citizen’s discount is part of an agreement between Gill and the
City of San Jose in return
for a cable television rate
increase.
CMC representatives
have claimed Gill’s public
access studio is operating
at reduced hours and has
refused to allow live programming.
Requirement restricts
They have also claimed
the Gill requirement that
seniors go to the office for
discount forms severely restricts its availability.
Gilliland denies the
county can involve itself in
these things and has sent a
letter to the commission
outlining his position.
He said yesterday he
would be willing to talk to
the commission and has invited them to his office but
added he would not appear

Store to reopen;
owner removed
The 7-11 store at the
corner of 11th and San
Carlos streets will be open
soon, under management
of the Southland Corporation, said district
manager Dick Nissing.
The store, beset by
internal management
problems and unable to
operate profitably, was
finally closed down by
acting store manager
Jerry Timothy.
The closing followed a
fight in the store Oct. 11,
which sent clerk Steve
Ellswick to the hospital
with two missing teeth and
minor head injuries.
The Southland corporation has gone to court
to remove owner Maurice
Dale Hayes from the
premises.
The sheriff’s office has
posted an eviction notice,
and following a five-day
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notification period
ownership of the store will
revert to the parent corporation providing that
Hayes does not acquire a
court order to stop it.
Notice of intent to
engage in off-site sale of
beer and wine has also
been posted. Until proper
licensing transfer and a
suitable franchise operator
can be found the Southland
Corp. will manage the
store. Nissing said.

Portable TV
recovered
in foot race
A portable T.V. was stolen from a room on the
sixth floor of West Hall early Sunday morning, resulting in a foot chase to successfully catch the suspect.
According to University
Police, students tracked
down the suspect in an
empty lot near San Antonio
street after he smashed a
window on the second floor
of Allen Hall while attempting another burglary.
William Gard, 23, of 2492
Karen Dr., Santa Clara,
was charged with first-degree burglary and outstanding traffic warrants
and was booked into Santa
Clara County Jail Sunday
morning. He is not a student.
The TV., dropped by
the suspect during the
chase, was recovered and
returned to the owner.

GRAND OPENING
SALE
October lst-31st at
w FURNITURE
I I- MAN
Featuring: /,Q3VI ne
fr

.43iianC5’

6 -piece bedroom group
Box spring and mattress
5-piece dinette set
Table lamps or swag lamps
Divan Et Chair
Studio couch
Three-room group
All-wood patio furniture
9 -piece corner group

159.95
49.95
69.95
12.95
139.95
89.95
399.00
29.95 up
169.95

Many More Specials!
Free gift with any purchase
Easy Credit
Free Delivery

161 So. Second St.
Open:

M-F 9-9; Sat. 9-6; Sun. 12-5

Rich favored
says Socialist

before an "evidentiary
hearing."
The consumer commission, he said, does not
make the regulations or
interpret them and is not a
"proper forum" for discussion of these matters.
Gilliland said issues
concerning public access
and type of service have
been "pre-empted" by the
FCC.
Discrimination charged
On the question of discounts he said, "They’ll
fool around and there won’t
be any senior citizen’s discounts."
Part of the issue seems
to center around county
rights regarding cable television.

Peter Camejo, Socialist Workers Party presidential candidate, speaking Wednesday

spartaguide
I.E.E.E. guest speaker
series presents Claude
Atkins speaking on
"Switching Power Supplies," at 12:30 p.m. today
in E. 329.
M.E.C.H.A is sponsoring a canned food and
clothing drive for survivors
of the La Paz disaster from
noon to 5 p.m. today at the
SJSU barbecue pit.
Tom Gates, an authority
on UFO’s and director of
the space science center at
Foothill College, will speak
about UFO’s at noon today
at the SJSU Aeronautics
Department, San Jose
Municipal Airport.
The Russian Club will
meet at 6:30 tonight in ED
241. The club will then go to

the Camera One theatre
and view the film
"Solaris," a Russian film
with English subtitles.
The Christian Science
Organization meets at 3:30
p.m. today in the student
chapel.
"Dream Exploration,"
a discussion group sponsored by the Peer Drop-in
Center, will hold its first
meeting from 7 to 9 tonight
in the S.U. Diablo Room.
The Stars of State
Amateur Night will be held
at 7:30 p.m. tomorrow in
the S.U. Loma Prieta
Room.
"Saigon: April 1976," a
documentary film on the
life of the Saigon

Campus cops file
4 theft charges
Four persons were
charged with petty theft
Thursday afternoon, in
connection with property
ripoffs in the Woman’s
gymnasium locker room.
None of the suspects are
SJSU students.
University Police
identified the suspects as
Scottie Hicks, 18; Linda
Miles, 18; Sherry Blanks,
18; all of East Palo Alto,
and Alfred Madison, 24, of
San Jose.
University Police said
two males and two females
were spotted by students
combing the locker room
area "looking suspicious."
One student notified the
University Police, who
responded within minutes

and nabbed the two female
suspects in a corridor
outside the locker room.
After questioning by
police, the two admitted
taking a wallet containing
$3 police said. A few
minutes later two male
suspects were apprehended by other
responding officers near
the same area

population one year after
the war, will be shown at 8
p.m. tomorrow in the S.U.
Umunhum Room. Donation
is 50 cents.
"The Day of the Dead"
will be the theme of the
performance by Los
Lupenos De San Jose at 2
p.m. Sunday at the Montgomery Theatre. Admission is $1.50 general and
75 cents for students and
children.
The SJSU Ski Club will
have a halloween party at 9
p.m. Saturday at Briner
Hall, 272 E. Campbell Av.
Cost is $2 members and
$2.50 for non-members.
The Home Economics
Club is sponsoring an
historical tour of San Jose,
from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Friday. The tour will begin
at the San Jose Chamber of
Commerce.
A halloween benefit for
the Women’s Refuge will
be held at 7:30 p.m. Friday
in the S.U.Ballroom
Donation is $2.

The Intercultural
Steering Committee
presents a halloween
potluck supper, followed by
games and dances, at 6:30
p.m. Friday at Moulder
Hall.
The Gay Student Union
meets at 8 p.m. tomorrow
in the S.U. Guadelupe
Room.
Students who wish to
learn more about the
Democratic campaign ’76,
especially the Carter
Mondale ticket, can pick
up free election information at the campaign
table at the Student Union.
Ford for president
supporters will answer
questions on issues from
9:30 a.m. to 9 p.m. today at
a booth set up in the
Westgate Shopping Center.

COPIES
2Y2c
minimum
no

K I NKO’S
123S 3rd St

One of the males had a
calculator in his possession
and later admitted taking it
from a locker.
Police urge the owner of
a Commodore calculator,
model SR14 to report to
Seargent William Correll
at the University Police
station.

don’t want Ford and 40 per
cent don’t want Carter.
When they want you to vote
for Ford, they tell you not
to vote for Carter.
"When they want you to
vote for Carter, they tell
you not to vote for Ford.
The system is rigged. It’s
set up so you hear no other
point of view," he claimed.
"Let’s introduce
democracy into this
country," he said. "I
maintain you can’t have
political democracy
without economic
democracy.
Some lie
"Anybody who says
’Elect me, I’ll solve your
Problems’ is lying,"
Camejo said.
"No one person can
solve this country’s problems. The people of this
country are the ones that
can change it."
He said the present
system of government and
economy in this country do
not work.

20% Guys Et Gals
OFF STYLE CUTS
CURLY WAVES
WITH COUPON

294-4086
35 S. FOURTH ST.
blk. from SJSU campus is

ASSOCIATED STUDENTS
presents

JOHN SWOMLEY
to speak on:

‘U.S. FOREIGN POLICY"
In the Umunhum Room
12:30
Wednesday October 27
FREE

295-4336

While it’s still free.

MMMMMMM

MI YE

People want to see a
world in which no human
being exploits another,
according to Peter Camejo,
Socialist Workers Party
candidate for president,
who spoke at SJSU Monday
night.
Speaking to a crowd of
almost 150 people in the
S.U. Ballroom, Camejo
talked about how the
country is run to favor the
rich.
"The government paid
people $15.5 billion not to
farm," Camejo said. "I
feel like writing to Ford
and saying ’I won’t farm. I
promise I never will. Do I
get any of that money?’"
"The only reason you’re
hired by someone is
because you will produce
more profit than you are
paid."
Poverty defined
"Eight million people
are unemployed because
the rich can’t make any
money off of them," Camejo added.
"Poverty means a
person doesn’t have $1.15 a
day to live on. I’d like to see
Congressmen live on $1.15
a day for a month and see
what they’re doing to 26
million people," he said.
Camejo talked about
how the major parties are
losing credibility with the
voters.
He said 80 per cent of
the people didn’t vote in the
primary elections.
Polls show
"What the polls show is
46 per cent of the people
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It’ll make homework a lot easier this year In Lid. you can cut your study time almost
in half with the copyrighted techniques you learn in one free lesson We’ll give you the
incredible secrets to easy speed reading. better concentration and greater comprehension
Taught in more than 3(X) cities throughout the (1 S Its easy. Its fun. It works

Engineering Writers: Assigned a major engineering responsibility for the preparation of technical
publications and instructional devices for the oper
ation and maintenance of electronic systems.

1

John Futch,
Lair Student

Increase your reading speed as much as 100%!
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Sculptures hidden in union

Esic music music music mu]

By Diana Teasland
Synthetic cobwebs
placed snugly into corners,
plastic coathangers hung
discreetly on a wall. It
any indication, there may
Be Bop
Spirit
would seem to take the
be hope for country music
seluthing minds of
By Valerie Tucker
yet.
Robyn McGee
By
Sherlock Holmes and
Many British rock
The group’s latest
Earth, Wind and Fire,
Ellery Queen to find these
groups come and go from
album on MCA records,
(EFW), those cosmic
and other the art projects
the American music scene "Thrills," combines
brothers of sound have
leaving only vague
that are hidden in the
harlyrics,
sensitive
reached us once again in
memories of one or two
Student Union this
monious vocals and a
their latest release
songs
that
almost
made
it.
semester.
variety of country tunes,
"Spirit."
Be Bop Deluxe has been
As a class project in the
all without sounding like
EWF seem to get better
around a little longer than
Beginning Scuplture class
Lynyrd Skynyrd, the
and better with each album
other formula band. :nd
instructor Don Potts told
Eagles or Loggins and
their latest album,
and "Spirit" is no exhis students to sneak
Messina.
ception.
"Modern Music," hints
something into the Student
This former back-up
that perhaps with a little
Union.
band of Jerry Jeff Walker
With the onslot of
more creativity, they will consists of Bob Livingston,
"I knew more than
"discomania," many
endure for at least another John Inmon, Donny Dolan,
likely the Student Union
groups currently in the top
six months.
wouldn’t want something in
Kelly Dunn and Gary P.
20 will be forgotten as
One of the charac- Nunn.
there," he said.
quickly as the royality
teristics of British rock is
"It’s very illegal," he
checks are cashed.
added. "The student Union
its domineering guitar
Most groups, especially
doesn’t like things like that
solos and weak vocal new, unknown groups,
EWF, however, have
done."
harmonies. Deluxe sound alike song after
reached across all time to
adhears to both .of these song.
Potts said apall people.
principals to the letter.
proximately 20 projects are
Spirit is a studio hidden outside and inside
Group leader Bill
Not so with the Lost
the union.
Nelson, who composed all Gonzo Band. They write recorded LP which comcuts on the album, provides soft, believable songs about bines the majestic voice of
He added some of the
Philip Bailey ("Imaginlead vocals and all guitar real people. Each tune is
projects are very creative
and well constructed.
tracts. His style is com- distinct, although "Relief" ation"), the lyrical proparable to Procol Harem or sounds a bit like "Sea wess of Maurice White
One student built an
("Saturday Night") and
Moody Blues but without Cruise."
authentic looking nuclear
the classy instrumentation
the confidence to make the
alarm system devise and
of the entire group fealyrics worth listening to.
placed it on the outside of
"Dead Armadillo" is
Added harmonies by the Gonzo’s rollicking spoof turing Verdine White on
the union.
Charles Tumahai detract of Loudon Wainright Ill’s bass ("Earth, Wind and
Last week it was
Fire").
even more as he seems to "Dead Skunk."
removed.
"Get Away" the 45 from
"There was also a light
have trouble keeping up
bulb that when you turned
with Nelson.
But the best cut on the "Spirit" which the AM and
album is easily "Sexy FM radio stations tried to
on the switch water came
The instrumental
Thing," with its lyrics of wear out, was just a
out of it," Potts said.
sections, which usually
Neil Hanshow
"Now you take this lovely prelude to the true talents
distinguish professional
There was one student
Art senior Carol Lomanto checks out the phoney nuclear a project to see if passers-by would notice objects hidden
woman
that the angels of Earth, Wind and Fire.
who put a false eye in a
from
the
novices
are
of
part
students
as
in and around the Student Union.
safety device constructed by sculpture
would adore. As she
wall in one of the women’s
somewhere in between.
projects were assigned
read "please no humans."
hesitates and meditates
Tirked away in the
Guitar selections lack
rest rooms.
bracket for the upper level
"It didn’t last a day," he because he wanted the
she waits behind the door.
imagination but are
One art student conbanister and placed it Spartan bookstore is a
involved
be
to
students
unblank
was
"It
said.
And she sees the princess
structed a black metal
carried off skillfully.
alongside a gray medal black book that has
different
something
with
in
placed
successful."
It
was
phone
it.
pages
in
that doesn’t ring
"Honeymoon on Mars"
one.
The student admitted it and chal!enging.
much anymore. She’s a
and "Down on Terminal
"It’s been there for two the bookstore for students
it
done
they’ve
hope
"I
put
him
to
in
for
feelings
their
difficult
sexy
was
express
Street"
are
lively
examthing
to
but she won’t
said.
years," he
leave her mother."
ples of this.
the sign on the door during for themselves and not for
Potts said there are it without fear of being
a grade," he said.
The highlight and what
school hours.
water sprinklers placed in identified.
"I didn’t want them to
might be the saviour of Be
"It was embarrassing,
Potts said many
Every back-up band has
areas around the campus
Bop Deluxe is the keyboard
its dreams of being the
A multi -cultural p6nefit
but I just walked up and did do something that had a pat
grounds that don’t work but students use the book in an
answer, he added.
wizardry of Andrew Clark,
program featuring Joan
it," he said.
main attraction; hopefully
are there just to break the artistic way drawing
I wanted them to have to
who keeps a steady,
flowers and writing poetry
"One guy came up,
the Lost Gonzo Band will
Baez will be held Sunday
symmetery.
I
searching.
imaginitive base behind
Oct. 31 at the San Jose
achieve theirs.
looked over my shoulder do a little
One student placed a no in it.
wanted to make it fun."
One student who wishes
most of the selections.
Center for the Performing
and gave me a dirty look,
smoking sign on the outside
Arts at 7:30 p.m.
The album as a whole, is
turned and walked away,"
of the building instead of to remain anonymous said
good, rowdy music to be
Admission is $10 for
he said.
customarily putting it for his project he printed a
MAKE YOUR OWN
Student
of
the
one
adults, $3 for youths and
played at parities. But for
Potts said he has not
inside. But it was spotted sign on
will be available at the
the serious rock listener,
and taken down the first Union doors next to the "no decided whether he will
ZIP’Z ZUNDAE’Z
door.
looking for something new,
dogs allowed" sign that
grade the project. The
week, Potts said.
"Modern Music" has
SJSU graduate student nothing that hasn’t been
Marsha Glasser will tried before.
perform Beethoven’s Piano
REAL SOFT-SERVE/CE CREAM
Lost Gonzo
Sonata No. 26 in E-flat
17 Toppings Plus Whip Cream
major ("Les Adieux")
By Laurie Slotbower
today at 10:30 a.m. in the
If unknown groups like
By Steve Chavez
Music Building Concert the Lost Gonzo Band are
A "sincere" song about
"Two hits and the joint
unit, growing even
The revitalizing sounds giving an Old acquaintance turned brown," a song lyric
Hall.
stronger as individual
Ice Cream
of bluegrass music and the "the golden globe award" on the wonder herb, hit
71.
There is no charge for
CIRCUS ADULT BOOKS
members took their turn on
Pleasures
light, personable humor of for possessing all the strikingly close to home as
admission to the persolos.
We
have
films,
photo
sets,
John Hartford flowed worldliness a woman would Hartford describes the
A problem at the formance, which is part of
greeting cards, books, noamidst the hooting and hol- ever need in the way of a chaos of smoking "a roach
beginning of the set was too a series for Prof. Patrick
velty items and more,
1098 Leigh Ave Ft DeRose Wy. (across tom Sav-onl
lering of the audience Sun- buxomy stature, brought too small to hit and too big
Meierotto’s
Music
I18-A
much volume, but once
998- 9470
San Jose, 286-1400, Hrs. Daily 11-11, F Et Sat. 11-12 p.m.
day night at the Morris snickers and laughs from to eat" while weaving in a
class,
Survey
of
Music
discovered and remedied,
167
E.
Santa
Clara
S.J
Dailey Auditorium.
Literature.
the not-so embarrassed car from lane to lane. So
the boys really cooked.
Played fiddle
audience.
true!
Strong vocals
Getting the audience
His personal brand of
Especially strong
completely behind him,
Hartford uses his fiddle humor, insane and subtle
vocals from bassist John
Hartford sang and played and foot-stomping in a song at the same time, is
Cowan, as he stretched
his guitar, banjo and fiddle about bluegrass music, displayed in a tune about
notes to heights not exwhile injecting bits and naming every person broken records. He repeats
pected, had the partially
pieces of his feelings associated (almost) with
a line over and over again,
country audience whooping
towards sex, pot, and good that type of music during
imitating a record warped
it up. Sam Bush on manold country music.
the course of the song.
from being left on the back
dolin provided a nice
seat of the car.
change from the traditional
Audience participation
guitar and banjo solos.
is the biggest plus of
"Crooked Smile," an
Hartford’s act, as he
original instrumental,
persuades the crowd to
showed the group’s style
clap and to join him in the
that distinguishes them
song.
of
a
chorus
from all the other
Strict
bluegrass
bluegrass bands. It escapes
A Nov. 15 deadline has
the Student Union to sell
bluegrass music,
Strict
into a realm somewhere
been announced for student
old copies of the magazine with no comedy frills,
between a rockish and
contributions into the
dating back to 1948, its first highlighted the beginning
country tone, with no music
Reed, SJSU’s literary
year of publication. These of the concert. The New
classification necessary
magazine, according to
back issues will sell for 25 Grass Revival lived up to
here.
Editor-in-Chief Joe Trippi.
cents each, Trippi said.
their billing as "one of the
The evening ended with
The magazine is expected
This money will be used best bluegrass bands in the
Hartford playing an ento go on sale by the
for advertising expenses. nation."
core, and then "New
beginning of spring
A.S. has already agreed to
The crowd again joined
Grass" joining him and
semester.
underwrite the magazine in with hand clapping as
jamming in that good old
Trippi said they intend
for $1,900 to include the band played strong as a
bluegrass tradition.
to "canvass creative
production costs only and
\
writing classes, ethnic
must be paid back from
studies, the Women’s
any profits received, ac- ?)
The Perfect Christmas Gift (?
Center and New College in
cording to Trippi.
(? Just Released
hopes of getting a wider
"We will also be selling
variety of submissions."
subscriptions to the new
Beginning next week, a
issue for one dollar," he
table will be set up outside
added.
OF CALIFORNIA
LIMITED EDITION. COLLECTOR’S ISSUE
Mart than a RosØ, our Pink Chablis is a captioatiq
o
Now Available
WM combining the delicate fragrance of a superior Rai

Baez in
benefit

Concert
today

Hartford concert

Humor, bluegrass mixed

Deadline set for
Reed magazine

Complete VW Repair

New Er Used Parts

VALVE JOB SPECIAL
$169.95

TIME
Magazine
reports:

1-

(ft tar)

Includes:
2 rebuilt heeds, new
guides, valves,
grind seats
’Core charge
if heeds are
not serviceable

PINK CHABLIS

The Lavender Lady
89.95

ad the crisp character of a fine Chablis. This wine ism
of oar most delightful creations. Made and bottled at tit

Only LIVE performance
recording from her
brilliant one-woman
show.

44,
Rebuilt engines, heads, and
cranks exchange Also flycutting
Et line boring

We’ve moved to 147 Bernard (off S. 1st), S.J.
Near Nude Furniture
Call for appointment

10 min. from SJSU

Ione Magar.ne Nowernbet 2/ 19/2 pa.ge PI

Gallo Vineyards in Modesto, Calif.

prepaid

"On Stage" photos
never before published

6

ALL WORK GUARANTEED

293-4619
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The Agnes Moorehead
Memorial LP Album

’Gallo’s Pink Chablis
recently triumphed
over ten costlier
competitors in ii blind
tasting among a
panel ofwine-industry
executives
in Los Angeles:’

Quinto Records
P.O.Box 2388
4423 Ledge Ave.
Toluca Lake, Ca. 91602
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Lily cracks up crowd
By Laurie Slothower
Comedienne Lily
Tomlin mugged her way
through a hilarious set at
De Anza’s Flint Center
Sunday night, going easy
on the "Laugh -In"
favorites and heavy on the
sad -funny skits that are her
forte.
The television -movie
actress incorporated a
videotape into the act this
time. The huge screen
beside her was usea as
Tomlin’s alter -ego,
flashing characters who
would ask her questions,
tapes of her mother, and a
simultaneous broadcast of
the show.
The act was a hodgepodge of everything
some new material, some
adlibs, a little of the
"Laugh -In" characters,
Ernestine, the telephone
operator and even some
improvisation when Tomlin as Edith Ann offered to
answer questions from the
audience.
One particularly vocal
man from the balcony
possibly planted there
asked her what she does at
the supermarket.
"Me and Billy Dee like
to move the food," she said.
"Then we go over to the TV
dinner freezer and play
funeral parlor.
Animal crackers
"One time the man said
I ate a box of animal
crackers, but that’s not
true. I didn’t eat one, the
box was empty when I got
it. The animals ate each
other."
Tomlin’s skits have a
rare, genuinely human
quality because she never
lets her characters lose
their humanity to become
pure stereotypes.
In addition, all the skits
have a message about
people that makes them
real.
Even the most offensive
of her characters, a
gossipy woman who
crashes a neighbor’s
funeral and announces,
"Betty Lou, what are you
doing wearing that tacky
black dress and veil?
You’re going to depress
everybody?" is given the
smooth Tomlin treatment.
Her skits touched on
laundry commercials,
singles bars, the fifties and
a particularly touching
segment about a sevenyear-old school girl’s crush
on her teacher, Miss
Sweeney.
Outlandish stunts
As a television actress,
her act is enhanced by the
outlandish wigs and stunts,
like the videotaped takeoff on "Stay Put" hair

By Laurie Slothower
After seeing the 45minute play "Dessie," one
feels like one has finished
10 bare-knucks rounds with
Muhammed Ali; like the
ball in a game of rugby;

boring factory job to
cramped apartment
the gas turned off, to ner
near -arrest for shoplifting.
To add-to the sense of
excruciating intensity half
the dialogue is screamed at

arts &
entertainment
like the palms of someone
at a sold -out Rolling Stones
concert. In short, pummeled.
And since the purpose of
"Dessie," a play about
child -abuse, is to be uncompromisingly and
unalterably depressing, its
many excesses on the
script can be forgiven.
The play is an illustrated manual of things
you’ve heard about child
abuse: that child -abusing
parents were once abused
themselves. That the
violence parents inflict on
their children is a reflection of the violence in their
lives. That they are
ignorant and from lowerincome families where the
father has often left. That
society labels them
monsters.

4

Lily Tomlin
spray showed her going
through a carwash. These
props are lacking in her
live show.
To the people in the last
rows she no doubt looked as
small as a television image
anyway and the grey
blurry videotape only
added to the problem.
Love scene
Tomlin doesn’t do mar6,
one-liners but she did a
bunch of them during a
segment that might have
been titled, "Miscellaneous
Thoughts."
Among them:
"It’s funny to think that
some day beanbag chairs
will be antiques.
"A child at a supermarket said, ’Mommy, I want
to go home,’ which the
mother answered by saying, ’Wait till we get home.’
"I hate when they sell
FDS and I know it kills
cockroaches."
A few aspects of
Tomlin’s personality not
shown in her laundered

Free concerts

television spots
evident in the show.

Ensemble at 8:15 p.m. Nov.
9 in the Concert Hall.
Margaret Cook, a music
major, will be the featured
soloist performing "Suite
in A minor for Flute and
Strings" by Telemann.
For more information
on this free event call the
Music Department at 2772905.

was

She responded to an
interview question about a
"shocking heterosexual
love scene" she did in a
movie. "Well, I did a lot of
research beforehand and I
talked to my psychiatrists.
But my parents don’t
realize that you don’t have
to be one to act like one."
Or, during a sketch on
the fifties ("the most sexually frustrated decade
ever ten years of foreplay"), she says, "and of
course nobody was GAY in
the fifties just shy."

"Dessie" was performed before a crowd of 60
persons by the Independent
Eye, a husband -and wifetheater troupe of Conrad
and Linda Bishop, whose
combined theatrical experience includes a Ph.D at
Tomplin has an Stanford, seven years of
exuberant and warm stage college theater, 20 plays
presence and is an ex- and 19 play scores.
Plot concerns Dessie
cellent actress besides. She
works best in small clubs whose 4-year-old son Dave
Where she can respond to has been taken away by the
the vibes of the audience county. She is haunted by
but even at the locked-in guilt and by feelings that
format of the Flint t ,ter she can’t do anything right.
she gave the audience ineir The play goes through her
frustrating daily life, from
money’s worth.

plant you’ll work at when
you graduate.
"And here’s a snapshot
of a club called the Savoy,"
she said to scattered but
immensly enthusiastic
applause.

In keeping with the
warm tone of the evening,
Tomlin took 15 minutes
halfway through the second
set to talk about Cupertino.
"It’s very hard getting
postcards of Cupertino, so I
had to settle for some of the
outlying areas. Here’s San
Jose State, here’s the Ford

A Unique Family Dining Experience

(#1) 3 BEEF TERIYAKI

Mini Burrito of your choice, free with
any ala carte or dinner order. .
(Only with this coupon)

MINIBURRITO
I SO Vok.)

Mini-

Homeof the mini-lunch
and mini -dinner

1045- 1st,

FLASH CLINIC AND SEMINAR
ON OPERATION OF VIVITAR’S 283
STROBE SYSTEM AND MULTIPLE LIGHTING

FREE,

BUT CALL NOW
FOR ADVANCE REGISTRATION.

BRING YOUR CAMERAWE WILL
HAVE A LIVE MODEL FOR YOU
TO PHOTOGRAPH WITH OUR STROBE
SETUP.

FRIDAY, OCT. 29
6-9 PM
SUNNYVALE STORE

$ 1 85

$19"

295-5554

Vivitar
Model 252
ELECTRONIC FLASH

[11112E FAIR
MO CLYDE

SAVE
Vin

$39"
Vivitar 292
auto’ thyristor
Electronic Flash

Orlg
9
$2 3 $27
999

2%4

$9995

no minimum
led

SIZES
4-13

123S 3rdSt

THE 19%
PRESIDENTIAL
EL Fi TUN:
WHAT
OF

lylon

Mke

BLAZER

SAVE
’4"

99
,;,;q0.,

2

SALE
10
FLASH

LENS

Concert Hall.
Music Buikling
Wednesday
October 2_ .
1230 2,00 PM

the Candidates
by
San ,Jose State
University
President

ADAPTER

7-13

10% Discount with Student Body Card
1PEN 7 PAYS
tolON

thrtt FRI

9,309
SAT
SUN

(t)
Arlmissiq ni I Ir.,

FILTER

el $4.95
VALUE
FOR ONLY r

SIZES
Blue
Green Sade
ii te Leathor
An Analysis
of the Campaign

VAI\

Vivitar
Model 200

and FAST,

OPEN DAILY 11 AM to 9 PM
695 N. 5th St. at TAYLOR

COPIES

KINKO’S
295-4336

4560

around the comer from Orange Tulli,

VIVITAR*r"
FLASH
CLINIC 11
7’F:s

pieces ot beet skewered on a stick.
marinated in teriyaki sauce and blotted
to perfection INCLUDES RICE & CHICKEN SALAD
ALSO PORK, CHICKEN Et SHRIMP TERIYAKI

San Jose

minutes of "Dessie." one
feels like saying, "Enough
is enough!" The message is
heaped on with a trowel,
pounded, one might say,
into the audience’s head
until the audience like
Dessie’s child, long to have
the county come take it
away.

shmucks. The psychiatrist
nods his head, turns all of
Dessie’s statements into
questions, and prescribes
tranquilizers. Her father
just says, "We tried to beat
some sense into you." The
husband reacts to his wife’s
pregnancy by saying, "Oh,
well. How much will it
cost? They have clinics
these days that make it
very easy."
Even with the informative rap session after
the play, and even if the
point of the play is to shell shock the audience, after 20

the noise level of a Boeing
707.
Linda Bishop as Dessie
gives a consistently strong
performance and husband
Conrad shows great versatility as he plays the
roles of five men insensitive meterman, immature husband, misunderstanding colleague, unforgiving father and ineffectual psychiatrist.
Needless to say, the
men in the play are total

Happi House
Teriyaki

Cupertino postcards

feature classics

The SJSU chapter of
M U Phi Epsilon, a
women’s professional
music sorority, will present
a fall recital at 8:15 p.m.
Tuesday in the Concert
Hall.
The free performance
will feature pianist
Rosemarie Fosberg
playing "Mephisto Waltz"
by Franz List.
Clarinetist Nancy Cole
and bassoonist Susan Dyer
will perform "Duo No. 1 for
Clarinet and Bassoon" by
Beethoven.
Eighteenth century
music will be featured in a
concert by the SJSU String

’Dessie’ illustrates child abuse;
vehement play batters audience

{slum FAIR

9 30 6
Ti

CAMPBELL
374-7550
515 F CAMPBELL AVE

SAN JOSE
258-0353
1120S. KING R0
flirt of ;Amy?. King

CUPERTINO
996-1991 or 1992
10171SAIIAtili.A’,1[NNYVAlf III)

WITH YOUR PURCHASE AUTO/TWRSTOR
fatalist
OF A Vivitar 283
FLASH
SAN JOSE
111 TOMfat a COUNTRY VILLAGE

247 4062

MOUNTAIN VIEW
MT

VIEW PHOTO CENTER
1.1,../1/
ow-,
’HoH
MIrernonto

967-6789

SUNNYVALE
l

HACIENDA CENTER
TS7li F. Camino

/32-1433
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Vincent Hurley (I) has lunged, but Hope Konekng is issuing a counter-attack. The masks provide protection for face and neck and allow the fencer visibility comparable to the view through a screen door.

Fencers make their point
These students are
members of the SJSU
fencing team. It’s a
demanding avocation;
many have been lunging
and parrying for over a
decade.
Enthusiasts praise its
emphasis on agility and
quick thinking. However,
fencing has not caught on
as a popular spectator
sport.
Team member Stacy
Johnson attributes this to
wrong expectations on the
part of the public.
Too many Errol Flynn
movies have only shown
the theatrical side of the
sport. Swashbuckling has
been emphasized, making
the school competition
seem tame by comparison.
According to Johnson,
what one sees when two
people step into the strip
are two separate wills and
desires combating each
othernot hip boots or
feathered hats.

Fencers Vincent Hurley (I) and Hope Konekng stretch to loosen the leg and lower back muscles.

Stacy Johnson rests for a moment and watches her teammates.

Photos by
Richard Green

Members of the intercollegiate fencing team practice lunges. The lunge is a deep thrust attack.

301

V

40Iza Farkas I ri prepares an attack on Chris Massiala, who must recover from her lunge quickly.

eri

Chris Massiala (I) avoids a lunge by opponent lp Farkas. Hiri are registered by an electronic Monitor.

Discount Tire Purchase Plan for SJSU Students and Faculty

SUPPLEMENT TO SPARTAN DAILY NEW‘

TIRE SYSTEMS INC.
SJSU Students and Faculty

One of the West’s oldest and strongest Group Discount Wholesale Purchase plans,
presents you with this confidential pricing schedule.

Group No.

Not Available To The General Public
This Special Plan Available Only To Members Of Participating Groups

TS, Facilities

Present this permanent mem hyr ship card at any
TIRE SYSTEMS INC warehouse as identification which will entitle you to special
wholesale warehouse buying privileges
on the purchase of tires batteries.
shock absorbers and other
products as available
See page 4 for locations

LOW WHOLESALE PRICES mean dollars saved on tires, batteries,
shock absorbers, mag wheels. Factory direct railcar purchasing, low
overhead wholesale warehouses, and high volume bring about these
continuing low prices.
NAME -BRAND TIRES.
PREMIUM t AND 1st LINE TIRES - backed by industry leading workmanship, material, road hazard, tread wear service policies.
FULL SERVICE INSTALLATION CENTERS - Tire mounting/balancing/truing-front-end alignment/service work -brakes - tune-ups.
FREE TIRE MOUNTING* - TSI Customers.
Sacramento Area
I 700 4th ST 14th & Q ST
SACRAMENTO CA958I4
PHONE 19161441 0744

1

Fresno Area
650 FUL TON STREET
FRESNO CA 93721
PHONE 12091442 1620

Belted
Radials

VMONROET
YOKOHAMA
LEE

RE

MOUNTING

41IF

Belie
Radials

FREE TIRE MOUNT NG

Compare these Important BENEFITS of our steel radial:
FULL STEEL BELTS - up to 6.4 inches wide PROTECTS entire tread area. not Just a narrow center
belt

The new concept in radial tire design. 2 ply polyester cord
body. 2 fiberglass belts deliver long mileage with a soft
ride. Tubeless, whitewall. Nationwide lifetime
workmanship material, road hazard policies.

STYLISH COMFORT - Soft riding POLYESTER cord
body Popular tubeless whitewall design. Exclusive
-variable pitch- tread design.
EXCLUSIVE WARRANTY - 50,000 mile tread wear
policy plus NATIONWIDE lifetime workmanship
material, road hazard policies.

78 Series"
Sire

AR78-13
BR78-13
DR 78-14
ER 78-14
FR78-14
GR78-14
HR78-14
GR78-15
HR78-15
JR78-15
LR78-15

List
Price

Group Discoun1
Price

FE T

51.70
52.90
54.30
55.20
59.80
61.50
63.20
64.80
67.70
72.70
80.20

37 47
37 58
3988
41 68
42 88
4489
4886
46 79
4988
5078
52 79

2.02
2.16
2.45
2.55
2.69
2.89
3.09
2.97
3.17
3.31
3.47

Interchange
AR70.13
BR70-13
DR70-13
ER70-14
FR70-14
GR70-14
HR70.14
GFi70 15
h1R70.15
JR70-15
LR70 15

COMPACT AND IMPORTED METRIC
SIZES - TUBELESS BLACKWALL
145SR-10
155SR-12
155SR-13
165SR-13
175SR-13
165SR-14
175SR-14
185SR-14
1555R-15
165SR-15
185SR-15 w w

39.50
42.50
44.75
46.85
47.87
59.25
60.85
67.20
55.20
57.45
61.10

1.21
1.50
1.65
1.83
1.96
1 .88
2.09
2.37
1 .82
2.07
2.65

20.75
29.79
30.78
31.88
34.78
33.77
36.89
41.88
32.82
35.69
41.97

METRIC "WIDE 70 SERIES"
Manufactured by Yokohama

175 / 70HR-12
185 / 70HR-13
195/ 70HR-13
185 / 70HR-14
195 / 70HR-14
205/ 70HR-14
185 /70HR-15

45.90
56.88
59.18
60.40
62.58
65.00
67.57

36
41
44
46
49
50
49

48
78
82
58
93
97
35

1.75
2.11
2 30
2.16
2.72
3.16
2.65

*FREE TIRE MOUNTING

AR78-13
BR78-13
DR78-14
ER78-14
FR78-14
GR78-14
HR78-14
GR78-15
HR78-15
JR78-15
LR78-15

Lrs1
Price

Group Discount
Price

f f

49.30
49.70
56.75
57.05
54.35
55.68
58.05
57.35
60.35
65.35
69.60

33.18
34 46
36 62
37 49
39 22
42 24
44 38
43 08
45 25
46 98
48 69

1.98
2.07
2.36
2.51
2.68
2.88
3.04
2.95
3.17
3.30
3.48

Fiberilass
"FREE
Belies
-78 Series..

A strong, long lasting, quality tire. Smooth riding
polyester cord body with full width fiberglass belts for
long mileage. Tubeless. whitewall. Nationwide lifetime
workmanship -material, road hazard policies

A78-13
B78-13
C78-13
C78-14
D78-14
E78-14
F78-14
G78-14
H78-14
J78-14
F78-15
G78-15
H78-15
J78-15
L78-15

33.85
34.75
35.80
35.90
37.10
37.30
38.75
40.45
43.55
47.90
39.75
41.50
44.55
46.20
48.20

Polvester
Ply

*FREE TIRE

MOUNTING

An economy tire without that annoying "morning
thump.- Four full plies of smooth riding polyester cord.
Tubeless, whitewall. Nationwide lifetime workmanship material, road hazard policies.
,s1
Pr.. e

Group Discount
Price

A78-13
A78-13
B78-13
C78-13
B78-14
C78-14
D78-14
E78-14
E78-14
F78-14
G78-14
H78-14
560-15
560-15
F78-15
G78-15
H78-15
J78-15
L78-15

b

22.00
24.50
24.50
26.90
24.65
26.90
27.10
27.35
28.85
30.00
31.25
33.60
24.50
27.00
30.75
32.05
34.35
36.10
37.30

19 20
1989.
21.78
22.88
22 88
23 88
24 59
23 99
24 84
25 84
2673
28 63
23 99
24 58
25 58
26 88
27 78
29 88
30 77

1.76
1.76
1.84
201
1.94
2.04
2.12
2.27
2 27
2.43
2.60
2.83
1.81
1.81
2.45
2.65
2.87
3.00
3.14

TIRE MOUNTING

30.000 Mlle Tread Wear Policy

Nice

* 4 PLY *

T

* FIBERGLASS BELTED 2 + 2 *

List

1

South Peninsula Area
709 STIERLIN ROAD
MOUNTAIN VIEW CA 94040
PHONE 14151 968 6100

25.000 Mlle Tread Wear Policy

40.000 Mlle Tread Wear Policy

5.re

and

lookli.thelpader

MICHELIN
. see back page

"78 Series

50,000 Mlle Tread Wear Policy

PERFORMANCE CHAMPION - Radial design offers
responsive steering control and increased GAS
MILEAGE. Lower heat factor gives longer tread life.

1

Thmkradial

San Jose Area
536 E BROKAW RD
SAN JOSE CA 95112
PHONE 14081292 1247

FIBERGLASS BELTED RADIALS
FIberIassS 47%

FREE

Directly by or through a division of

ROCKET
ANSEN
KEYSTONE
GENERAL BATTERY

1

"The Gas
Saver"

Steel

Features Products Manufactured

Concord Walnut Creek Area
Oakland Richmond Area
San Leandro Hayward Area
67 MONUMENT PLAZA
197? WILLIAMS STREET
5892 CHRISTIE AVENUE
PLEASANT HILL CA 94523
SAN LEANDRO CA 94577
EMERYVILLE CA 94608
PHONE 14151798 7515
PHONE 128-75314
PHONE 14t516543483
SEE WAREHOUSE AREA MAPS AND HOURS ON PAGE 4

* STEEL BELTED RADIALS *

3005

Group Discount
Price

22.68
24 28
24.88
25.28
25.38
25.48
26 68
27.88
29.88
34 88
28.58
28.68
30.68
33.58
33.80

Ft

Nylon
Ply

*FREE TIRE MOUNTING

COMPACT AND
IMPORTED SIZES

I

1.77
1.88
2.02
2.10
2.18
2.32
2.47
2.62
2.84
3.02
2.55
2.69
2.92
3.09
3.21

NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY

25.000 Mlle Tread Wear Policy
Continental shoulder design for extra positive traction
and stability Tubeless blackwall or whitewall
Nationwide lifetime workmanship -material, road hazard
policies
00
Price

Size

Group Discount
Pr ii e

16.80
600-12
16 88
17.57
16 88
520-13
560-13
18.59
16.88
17.88
18.91
600-13
17 88
20.54
560-15 v 0,
18.88
21.10
600-15
Add $2.00 for whitewalls.

T

1.52
1.41
1.54
1 60
1.81
1 96

*FREE TIRE MOUNTING

RETAIN THIS INSERT AS YOUR WAREHOUSE PASS

1
.4iiiFyf

47:

10
10
12
12

129
140
174
185

84
102
129
136

38
12
85
82

4
4
6

46
47
49
54
56

63 10
63 70
65 50
4
66 95
6
69 95
fiberglass belted

46
90
19
48
97

thu our..

341
4 01
391
4 08
4 50

51.96
13X6
53.26
14X7
57.20
14X8
57.20
15X7
69.00
15X8’/2
DUPLEX CAMPER WHEELS
93 16
8.25-16.5
103 96
9.75-16.5

have them

If your non member Mends want 10 Know it their group can quality in the TSI program
contact the nearest Tire Systems Inc warehouse

248 2 71
263 287
2 76,3 07
3 24 3 35
3 46 3 62
397 4 20
4 45 4 70
4 74 4 95
4 28 4 48
4 56 4 88
5 68 6 04
6 03 6 40
3 283 61
3 86,4 35
4 50 5 23

Son Jose

KEYSTONE premium I quality wheels available by specWI
order Contact nearest warehouse.

SOUTH PENINSULA AREA

Wheel Systems inc
’ The Big Wheel
1765 lunci.on Ate
4011 795.6453
CA 95112

21
69
42
60

108
127
159
169

03
11
92
05

* RAISED WHITE LETTERS *

Ter Sytlrns lot
709 Stlerlin flood
14151 968.6100

Wheel SEt"’"" In,
Th Bog WhI
W
1045 Cl Conlin
14151 964.7737
Mountain View CA 94040

‘Intra
Wide"

Co Series
Surr

A60-13
B60-13
F60-14
G60-14
L60-14
G60-15
L60-15

18
29
14
09

Contact nearest warehouse for availability of traction and large truck sizes

MAIL ORDER --- an exclusive
For your convenience. TS’ will pay shipping
costs on sets of 4 tires to CALIFORNIA.
OREGON, or NEVADA; all other orders shipped
freight collect

* BATTERIES *
TIRE SYSTEMS INC LIFETIME
BATTERY Lifetime servic policy You will never need to buy
another battery as long as you own your car
Louth() Cbscount Or,
Group PC,
wirri oc Kongo ballot,

24, 24F
22F
27. 27F
74

Lifetime
Lifetime
Lifetime
Lifetime

12
12
12
12

volt
volt
volt
volt

38
38
42
40

88
38
88
58

month
month
month
month
month
month

12
12
12
12
12
12

volt
volt
volt
volt
volt
volt

58
88
58
58
58
88

TIRE SYSTEMS INC RECREATIONAL
VEHICLE AND BOAT BATTERY Specially built hesvy duty battery with combination
terminals
48 month service policy

48 month
48 month

24

27

12 volt
12 volt

TIRE SYSTEMS INC. HEAVY DUTY

38 88
41 88
-

42 month servic policy - fits moil 6 and 12 roll
emericen and foreign cars
&r our GrOcount Price
Inchrige ballery

GrouP

22NF
24. 24F. 29NF
60.53
22F
42
1
19L

42
42
42
42
42
36
36

month 12 volt
month 12 volt
month 12 volt
month 12 volt
month 12 volt
month
6 volt
month
6 volt

EXTRA HEAVY DUTY 3/8" - Piston for marimum shock sbsorbing
performance
8 75 Each

Set of four 7.99 Each
HEAVY DUTY 3/16 - Piston for extended tire ille and
cornlortable ride
6 99 Each

limited
3 99E001

Set of four 3.88 Each

29
24
31
31
31
32

23 88
25 58
24 88
21 5f3
2658
18 58
20 58

LOAD LEVELER Spring Assisted shock help maintain vehicle height
clue to sagging springs heavy loading Of trlier
towing
13.99 Each
AIR SHOCKS

Adhist vehicle height tor big tire cMarance etr
load capacity and towing Fits moat cars and light
trucks How kit Inc!
21.39 Each
STEERING STABILIZER -Increased steeling stability tor VW front suspension
asy Do It Yourself installation
7.98 Each
MACPHERSON STRUTS Precision replacement cartridges featuring hevy
duN wheals& 3 stow waning, and antl wear nil
additives 50.000 mite pro rated service
policy
39.95 Pair

SPECIAL STRUT PACKAGE - PARTS & INSTALLATION
You can lupe the MacPherson struts described above
epeetiv Installed by our installation center with
pro rated 50.000 toil. parl and labor servic poll, y
tot the special love price ot

$86.95 Pair
PARTS AND LABOR
With your strut package purchase you can gel
complete Iron1 and alignment for

SPECIAL STRUT PACKAGE - PARTS

$7 95

INSTALLATION

"Wide"
711
Series

OW

tv

Grew Discount Pr.c
4,Ply Poly

28
29
35
37
41
36
41

5-6
b
-t
7--7’ 2"

75
80
77
49
45
78
80

win

207
221
278
297
347
3.02
3.58

Think
radial...
and look to
the leader

11)11

Our popular hl-perforrnanc tire Engineered to,
matImum traction with widths to 8 Bold Raised
White Letters Nationwld illIlme workmanship.
material, road hazard policies
Roc
Group Discount anc
4 -Ply Poly
Rim Width

Sue

A70-13
E70-14
F70-14
G70-14
G70-15
H70-15

51/2"-7"
51/2 "-8"
51/2"-8"

26
31
32
34
35
36

78
74
83
71
49
58

FEY

1.93
2 45
2.62
2 77
2 87
3.04

* FABRIC BELTED RADIALS *

Rayon
Belted
Radials

NOW - TIRE SYSTEMS
INC takes pride in offering its group members.
MICHELIN
X radials
Backed by over 25 years
of experience. MICHELIN’s design offers
puncture resistance, gas
economy, precise steering control, long tread life
and experienced dependability Call your nearest
TS! warehouse for sizes
and group discount
prices
FALL

4#ii

WHEEL
SYSTEMS
INC.

2 ply rayon Cord body 4 rayon cord belts giving 6 pliits
under the tread Tubeless biscitat11 Mnufaclured by
one of the worlds largest RADIAL tire manufacturers
Lifetime workmanship -materiel. road hazard policies
S’N

155SR-12
155SR-13
165SR-13
175SR-13
165SR-14
1755R-14
155SR-15
165SR-15

i4’.’r

39.05
41 80
42 50
44 80
44 40
48 60
44 80
47.15

1976

FREE TIRE MOUNTlh,

COMPACT AND IMPORTED SIZES
40.00071 Mile Treed Wear Policy

INCLUDES

USE YOUR
CREDIT UNION

Rec
Plt.rh Width

MICHELIN

FREE TIRE MOUNTING

TUNE UPS
LABOR AND IN
STALLATION OF
POINTS
ROTOR
CONDENSER
SPARK PLUGS TIMING CAR
BURETOR SET CHECK COMPRESSION - CHECK ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
MOST DOMESTIC CARS
CvE
4290.
6CYL
47 95
FiCYL
52 95
e4hit SRi F At MOST ’,WKS

RC:EF TIRE MOUNTING

."PERFORMANCE TIRES"

Precision engineered tor each automobile and
manufactured to ct
tolerances by Monroe Auto
Equipment Company improved design tor increased
ukase tire perfornunce I iletime shock absorber servir e
policy on parts only porches. and lifetime shock
bnacirber service policy on parts and labor with
installation at our Service Center

1 Nylon
exceeds original equipment
applications

60 month service policy for cars with big engines
and high drain entree

60
60
60
60
60
60

service for out of area members

Set of four 6.49 Each
STANDARD DUTY -

TIRE SYSTEMS INC. SUPER HEAVY
DUTY -

24, 24F, 29NF
22F
27
27F
72, 74 s.do terminal
77

irsi

How 10 place your Mall Order
(1) Send exact description of tire size, and quantity desired
(2) Define type of vehicle, year -model -license, odometer reeding
SALES TAX to this
(3) To figure total cost add FEDERAL EXCISE TAX to lire price, then add
amount
(4) Send check, or signed BankAmericard charge request Including card number and exp,ration
date to: Tire Systems Inc , 1701 3rd St., Sacramento, CA 95814

SHOCK ABSORBERS

FREE INSTALLATION

,

The Big Daddy to the 70 Series with the same bold
Rinsed White Lrillrs Widths lo 10 Ms.performnce
in style and traction Nationwide lifetime workmanship
material. road hazard policies

2 90 3 32
3 34,3 59
3 55 365
399/411

6 19/7
7 29/8
9 08 10
997 11

59 95
65 95

tits purchase Caps Included, duplex caps extra
ALL Lugs $ 70 asch Wheel locks IIIIIcGard type) S9 95
Nag wheels carry I year wOrlirnonship-nwhartai
guarantee to original purchaser

2 Convenient South Bay Locations
SAN JOSE AREA

29 95
30 95
33 95
34 95
39 95

Nag wheel prima include FREE MOUNTING with

Our to changing manufacturers costs T SI s prices are subiect to change wi,hout notice

nowt tints

.RvesT

825-20
900-20
1000-20
10 00-22

2 43/2 95
2 83,2 83
2 96 3 41
2 29,2 54
2 58 2 95
2 92 3 3d
3 30 3 83
3 59/397
401 481

K70-15 TRACTION
11-15 HIWAY
11-15 HIWAY
11-15 TRACTION
11-15 TRACTION
’White wall design 2.2

WO

Brilliant polished maga, machined from SUPERSTRON( die-castings Exceeds S I Id A specs
by 200% due to quality =:c. aluminum end
extra-high quality.ork

she wide extra lough /or both on and off hlway us. Great positive traction Nationwide
workmanship -material policies
1,11
LuouuD,v.uunt
’if
Ply
P..r
or. e

Durable nylon cord construction tor rugged heavy duly. on or off hivray use Choice
of modern wide S rib flimsy treed design or quiet Super traction mud and snow tread
Camper tires Nature wide performance tubeless design lot murnurn mileage
Nationwide lifetime workmanship -material policies
GROUP DISCOuNt PrliLF
.11.1Y
St Paid

TUBE TYPE - LIGHT TRUCK
28 88
25 83
6
39 05
670-15
49 65
28 62
32 28
6
700-15
37 87
8
55 50
33 82
700-15
29 97
25 78
6
33 75
600-16
79
31
41
87
27
20
6
650-16
78
35
31
68
6
49
65
700-16
44 39
57 20
37 44
6
750-16
44 68
37 82
64 50
8
750-16
63 28
80 40
52 97
8
750-17
CAMPER DUPLEX TYPE
TUBELESS
31 84
6
41 45
27 88
700-14
36 58
61 40
28 88
8
700-14
30 87
42 75
27 57
6
670-15
44 97
38 84
65 50
6
8 00-16 5
45 68
41 92
75 25
8
800-16 5
47 96
51 87
76 80
8
875-16 5
57 65
77 95
55 92
8
9 50-16 5
72 50
10
79 49
67 39
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Vroom swings Spartan golf despite budget
By Randy Frey
"We didn’t have enough
money to play," was SJSU
golf coach Jerry Vroom’s
response to why his
Spartans were not listed
among the top 18 finishers
in the recent Tucker Intercollegiate Golf Tournament in New Mexico.
"In fact, we don’t have
enough money to do what
we do," said Vroom.
What his Spartans have
done is bring home win
after win, year after year
an esLiblish SJSU as one
of the perennial powerhouses of collegiate golf.

"...we don’t have
enough money to do
what we do..."
Vroom has been able to
do all this with a budget he
describes as "moderate."
. "He does a great job
operating on a smaller
budget than any other golf
team I have ever heard of,
including our women’s golf
team," said Hobert Burns,
academic vice president.
Vroom’s budget is a
mere $2,800, the lowest in
the department next to
cross country.
Yet, with his meager
allocation Vroom has put
together a dual meet
record of 128 wins, 13 losses
and five ties since 1963.
In the same span he has
produced 16 All-American
golfers, and over 30 of his
graduates are now teach-

ing professionals at golf
clubs throughout the U.S.
"I don’t know how he
does it," said Burns, "all I
do know is we’re lucky to
have him because he is one
of the finest coaches in the
business."
No one else seems to
know how Vroom does it
either, includnig the golf
coach himself.
What is known, though,
is that Vroom is a hardworking, responsible coach
who has established a rapport with and earned the
respect of his players in a
manner that very few
coaches have been able to
duplicate.
"Jerry does a little extra that the average guy
doesn’t do," said John
Lotz, former Spartan golfer, current Professional
Golf Association member
and owner of a driving
range in Los Gatos.
Fatherly advice
"He was more than a
coach to me, he gave me
advice like a father," said
Lotz.
Lotz said Vroom even
taught him how to play
bridge.
"He told me that if I was
going to play on the tour I
would be meeting and associating with a lot of cultured people, so I should
learn to play a cultured
game," said Lotz.
"He had me over to his
house for dinner many
times and taught me to
play, and he was right,

help me at first. I learned
the game on the job."
But now Vroom is the
one who does the teaching,
and the players the listening.
"Jerry is very respected in his field because
he has a good understanding of the golf swing
and a good knowledge of
the rules," said Bud
Finger, golf coach at Stanford University.
Vroom’s knowledge of
the swing and rules is so
great that he wrote a book
in 1973 called "So You Want
to Be a Golfer" The book
is currently being used by
more than 80 universities
and colleges in America
and Canada.
He is also an area consultant for the National
Golf Foundation, as well as
a member of the NCAA
Golf Coaches Association
Executive Committee, an
eight-member board responsible for all Division I
NCAA rules.
"He not only knows the
rules, but Jerry is very
alert," said Finger.
In 1974 Vroom spotted
Craig Stadler, U.S. amateur champion, putting the
ball with the handle of his
putter. Vroom reported the
incident and it cost Stadler
two strokes, enabling SJSU
to finish the ’74 Western
Intercollegiate Golf Tournament in second place at
892 while Stadler’s USC
Trojans finished third at
893.

everyone on the tour plays
bridge," said Lotz.
Gerald A. Vroom was
born in Atchinson, Kansas
about 50 miles north of
Kansas City. After graduaging from Ingalls High
School in Atchinson he
moved to San Jose with his
parents during WWII.
Role changed
Vroom graduated from
SJSU in 1947 with a B.S. in
business and a minor in
physical education. The following year he became an
instructor here.
However, in his early
coaching days Vroom was
not heavily involved with
golf. He served as freshman basketball coach from
1954-60 and assistant
varsity basketball coach
from 1960-62.
In fact, Vroom said he
did not become interested
in golf until he became assistant golf coach under
Walt McPherson in 1949.
Vroom was a football
and basketball player in
high school and college, not
a golfer.

more than a coach,
he gave me advice
like a father..."

"...

"McPherson was the
coach, all I did was the recruiting and the
scheduling," said Vroom.
"I had the advantage of
watching good players
play," said Vroom. "The
players on the team used to

At Olympic Athlete Night banquet

Stiles, Malley to preview rivalry
By Jamie Rossi
SJSU grid coach Lynn
Stiles and cross-town rival,
Santa Clara coach Pat
Malley, have been added to
the list of athletes that will
be featured at the Olympic
Athlete Night banquet at
the Hyatt House Thursday
night.
The 7:30 p.m. banquet,
sponsored by the Greater
San Jose Sports Association, will serve as a preview for this Saturday’s
inter-city encounter between the Spartans and the
BroncoS in addition to
honoring many local
athletes who participated
in the 1976 summer games
in Montreal.
Stiles and Malley will be
interviewed by the masters
of ceremonies, SJSU Sports
Information Director Wynn
Cook and KXRX’s voice of
the Spartans, Hal Ramey.
Among the athletes to
be honored will be January
Kim Bokamper; February,
Curt Rambis; March, John
Naber; April, Mac
Wilkens; May, Roger
Maltbie; June, Cyndy
Poor; July, Millard
Hampton, John Hencken;
’ August, Mike Hewitt and
September, Mike Gill.
Bokamper, the Spartans
all-coast defensive lineman
in 1975 and first round draft
choice of the Miami Dolphins, was also named the
outstanding player in the
East-West Shrine game in
January.
Rambis, Cupertino high
school’s high scoring senior
last season, will be honored
as the 1975-76 Central Coast
Section’s Most Valuable
Player.
Naber, the winner of
five medals (four gold and
one silver) in the Montreal
games will be joined by
Olympic discus champion
and world record holder,
Mac Willcens.
Maltbie, the winner of
the Jack Nicklaus spon-

444v

?miltris,

Kim Bokamper (88) chases Santa Clara
quarterback Kaipo Spencer during the
Spartans 13-0 win over the Broncos last
sored first Memorial Golf
Tournament will be
honored for the month of
May followed by the
American record holder in
the 1500 meters, Cyndy
Poor.
Former San Jose City
College sprinter, Hampton,
the winner of a gold and a
silver medal in Montreal
will be accompanied by
Olympic swimmer John
Hencken, the winner of two
gold and one silver medal,
for the month of July.
Hewitt, the San Jose
Earthquake’s goalie who
had a 1.18 goals against
average in 1975 when he
helped his former club,
Tampa Bay Rowdies, to a
North American Soccer

season. Bokamper will be honored during
tomorrow’s Olympic Athlete banquet.
be given to the San Jose
Earthquakes for their
Southern Division title in
the NASL, the San Jose
Sunbirds for their western
division title of women’s
professional softball and
Gagliardi Brothers Insurance for their world
championship in thorobred
baseball.
Tickets priced at $15
may be reserved by calling
the Chamber of Commerce
office, 298-7000. A 6:30 p.m.
cocktail hour will precede
the event.

League Championship, will
be honored for August
followed by Bronco running
back Mike Gill for September.
Gill, who has carried the
ball 135 times for 540 yards
(4.0 yards per-carry average) and 13 touchdowns
will bring his running skills
to Spartan Stadium
Saturday for the 2 p.m.
cross-town tilt. Gill is also
leading the division II
colleges in scoring with 80
points.
Special recognition will
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SJSU golf coach Jerry Vroom shows freshman Terri
Nabozny the proper golf techniques. Vroom has been
"Only someone with a
good knowledge of the rules
would be able to spot something like that," said
Finger.
"But most important of
all, Jerry has a knack of
not getting a lot of fat in his
program," said the Stanford coach.
"He is very efficient, he
does a good job of picking
out the right kind of
golfers," said Finger.
The right kind of golfer,
according to Finger, is not
someone who was a standout golfer in high school
and highly recruited by the
major colleges, but someone who is a little less in the
limelight and willing to
work at becoming good.
"There is a lot of discipline on Jerry’s team,"
said Finger. "He is able to
control a man who doesn’t
put out. Often you will get a
guy who has a lot of talent,
who knows- he will make
the team, so he doesn’t
bother coming out to practice. Jerry has the courage
to sit on a guy like that, to
not play him in the next
match."
Loses temper?
Discipline has always
been one of Vroom’s strong
points, although no one can
ever remember him losing
his temper.
"Jerry is an easy going
guy, but if you get out of
line he won’t stand for it,"
said Lotz, thinking back to
his collegiate days in the
early 60’s.
Lotz cited the case of his
brother Jim as a prime example. Jim was a freshman trying out for the
team, and during a practice round with Vroom he
blew a putt and took a big
chunk out of the green
while hitting his ball in
anger.
On his very next shot he
threw his driver in a fit of
rage, narrowly missing two
other golfers in the
process.
"Jerry told my brother
he had had enough and he
wouldn’t play golf with him
any more," said Lotz.
"He made Jimmy
apologize to the two men,
and then suspended him
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coaching Spartan golf teams since 1949 assistant coach
from 1949-62 and head coach since 1963.

gests it to them. He tries to
bring out self motivation in
his golfers by encouraging
competition within the
team. Before every tournament there is a qualifying
round, so a golfer can not
relax once he has made the
starting lineup.
"Most of the golfers are
at the age where they have
trouble accepting things
like that," said Lotz.
Unique qualities
"Every week Jerry has
a decision to make regarding who is going to
play. He makes the decision and that is that, but
there are always golfers
who feel they should have
been in the lineup, and they
"... does a good job are going to try that much
of picking out the harder next week."
Very few coaches spend
right kind of golfers..."
as much individual time
with their players as does
good class," said Achim
Vroom, who has been
Steinfurth, current team
throughout his 28member who came to SJSU known
year coaching career to
from Munich, Germany.
have-an excellent reiationNo drinking
ship with his team memSteinfurth said SJSU
bers.
golfers are also not per"He has a unique
mitted to drink beer after
quality away of building
rounds of competition.
a bond with his team
But again, if Vroom
players that he has never
catches one of his golfers
lost," said Murphy.
breaking the rules, he
"He maintains a condoesn’t become physically
tinuing relationship, an
upset.
open kind of communi"He just talks to them
cation with the kids," said
afterwards," said SteinMurphy.
furth. "Sometimes he susLotz said he still sees
pends them for a couple of
Jerry whenever he can,
weeks, but sometimes he
and he often visits the south
just warns them."
campus practice area to
Talking to his players is
get a few tips from his old
one of the fundamental
coach.
techniques used by Vroom
But Vroom would like to
in coaching. Golf is a game
spend even more time with
that doesn’t require quick .
his golfers than he curreactions as does basketrently does.
ball, football and many
He spends only six to
other sports. It requires
eight hours a week with the
mental conditioning, and
team, although he makes
SJSU golfers are condihimself available for intioned well.
dividual instruction when"Golf is such a mental
ever it is requested.
game, and Jerry really emDuring qualifying
phasizes this," said Bob
rounds in the fall, Vroom
Murphy, SJSU athletic
watches his golfers with a
director.
"critical eye" and then
Vroom feels that once a
player learns to control his
emotions, he has cleared
the biggest hurdle on the
way to becoming a successful golfer.
He does not require his
players to practice, he sugfrom the team. He told him
he could come back on the
team when he could assure
Jerry that he would never
do anything like that
again," said Lotz.
The younger Lotz,
however, went to Vroom
the next day and turned in
his clubs, saying he could
not promise he would never
lose his temper on the
course again.
Vroom has a strict set of
rules and regulations his
golfers must either follow
or not play.
"We always have to
dress well, we have to exhibit good behavior and

talks to them about their
game after the round. He
never gives instruction
during a round of golf.
Coaching questioned
Some of his players are
not fond of Vroom’s coaching techniques, however.
"Some of the guys question the way he coaches because he is hardly ever
around," said, Steinfurth.
"If you want to meet him
you have to see him."
But that is Vroom’s
technique and he sees no
reason to change. He wants
his players to become
motivated on their own, to
practice on their own. If
they have problems he encourages them to come to
him and he will set time
aside for individual work.

"... builds a bond
with his players that
he has never lost..."
After all, it is tough to
argue with success. And a
second place finish in the
1966 NCAA tournament
along with two fourth place
finishes and a fifth place
finish in the same event,
seven Western Intercollegiate Tournament
championships and three
PCAA championships can
hardly be termed anything
else but success.
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Roberson a big hit on SJSU defense

By Dave Johnson
Rayford Roberson is
only one-half of one of the
three sets of twins in his
family, and this may
surprise the ball carriers of
Long Beach State and
Fresno State.
The way the 20-year-old
sophomore from Dublin
has been making tackles
the last two weeks, they
probably figured he was
both twins.
Roberson is the tall (63), rangy (190 pounds, after
eating a big meal) outside
linebacker who didn’t start
the Spartans’ first game of
the season and may just
finish it on the All-PCAA
defensive team.
He is what the Spartan
coaching staff terms an
"active linebacker,"
because of his quickness
and his ability to pursue to
the ball. On that latter

point, he has had to unlearn
some old habits from high
school.
"In high school," he
said, "I was an inside
linebacker and my
responsibility was to stay
with the ball. I had no
responsibility besides the
ball carrier, and it became
a habit to follow the ball."
Now outside
Since coming to SJSU,
Roberson has been working
at the weak outside
linebacker spot, and the
Spartan coaches have been
working him on abandoning his habits and
staying with his assignments, to contain his part
of the play, regardless of
where the ball is going.
They are trying to do it
without putting a damper
on his quickness, which is
probably his greatest
asset.
"There’s a difference

between quickness and
speed," he said. "I’m quick
getting off the ball, but I
only have about 4.7 or 4.8
speed. Sometimes a quick
man can accelerate and
catch a faster man in the
short run, but in the longer
run the faster man will win.
"I’m quick, but Gerald
Small is fast. When we got
hit on that draw play
against New Mexico,
Gerald caught him from
behind. I never could have
I’m just glad
done that
Gerald could."
Fut metabolism
Roberson has a minor
weight problem, but it’s not
the kind most people have.
He can’t seem to keep it on.
"I think my metabolism
is different from a lot of
people’s," he said. "For
one thing, I’m going 24
hours a day, and I don’t eat
all day like a lot of people
do.

"I gained 15 pounds
over the summer, but I’ve
still never been over 200 in
my life."
His linebacker coach,
Mike Quinn, doesn’t see
Roberson’s leanness as a
problem.
"If he gained a little
weight without losing any
speed, it might be to his
advantage," Quinn said,
"but we wouldn’t want him
to lose any of that
quickness."
Roberson said there
have been a few situations
where some extra weight
might have helped.
"Against Long Beach,
they had a fourth-and-one
"weak strafe." I hit (Long
Beach full back Mark)
Bailey pretty good, but I
just didn’t have the weight.
He goes at about 230, but if
I had just about 10 pounds
more, 1 would have stopped
him."

According to Quinn,
Roberson gets the most out
of his weight.
"He’s one of the hardest
hitters on the entire team,"
Quinn said. "The two
things which make Ray an
outstanding player are his
quickness and his ability to
hit."
Fans at the Fresno State
game Saturday night saw
an excellent, open-field
example of Roberson’s
hitting ability.
in the first quarter, Roberson raced downfield
Roberson raced downfield
and drew a bead on the
Bulldogs’ deep safety who
was ignoring the sensible
option at his disposal a
fair catch.
The ball and Roberson
hit the Fresno State
receiver about a
millisecond apart, and Joe
Glaspie was soon covering
the loose ball for SJSU.

The Spartan coaching
staff awarded Roberson
the informal "hit of the
week" for the play, which
forced one of the five
turnovers caused by the
SJSU defense.
Turnover specialist
Roberson has been
something of a turnover
specialist this season.

He has forced two
fumbles, recovered two
others, and intercepted two
passes both of which he
ran back for touchdowns.
"It feels great to score
on defense," he said. "It’s
better than just doing your
job which is stopping the
other team’s offense. That
first score (a 37-yard interception return in the
opener against Utah State)
was my first in the big
time. I can’t put it in words,
but it’s a good feeling a
great feeling."

Spartan outside linebacker Rayford Roberson leads the
SJSU defense with 40 unassisted tackles.

Nationalist China first test for cagers

Guevarra seeks winning season

OfimilMITY

FM, 111110.

By Ron L Coverson
When you have just
finished coaching 12 men
whose combined play
catapulted SJSU’s basketball program to its best
season in history, the pressure of trying to improve
on such a mark can be
troublesome.
However, after
coaching the Spartans to a
17-9 record last season,
Ivan Guevara is looking
forward to the challenge
that the 1976-77 campaign
will bring, as the club
prepares for a Nov. 20
meeting with the Republic
of China.
"The practices are
really only a week and-ahalf old and we are just
now getting into intrasquad scrimmages, but the
guys are coming along
pretty well," said Guevara.
Fierce competitoin
Formerly a head coach
at Whittier College before
coming to SJSU in 1971,
Guevara said that there is
yet to be a determination of
who will play varsity and
who will play on the junior

varsity teams because of
the fierce competition
taking place in practice.
"It’s so hard to tell at
this point because we are
talented in so many areas.
"One day we will be
doing fast break drills and
certain guys will really
perform well, while
another time when we’re
doing something else, like
setting a controlled offense, someone else will
really be playing super."
"This is really good to
see," he added,
At present there are 18
persons vying for positions
on the two squads, and
according to Guevara, the
freshman are giving some
of the more experienced
ball players a good battle.
"Our freshmen are
really playing terrific
ball," Guevara said.
"Last week we had an
all freshman team play
some of the older guys and
they (the freshmen) really
put it to them."
Guevara cited freshman
guards Gary McKoy, Phil
Davis, and Frank Johnson,

Aquawomen seek
third season win

....A111111111111111111L
David Pacheco
SJSU cager Wally Rank slams one home
during practice last week while Edgar
Pate looks on The Spartans open their

home season Nov. 20 against the Republic
of China.

Kane honored by PCAA
despite off-night Saturday
day, was named PCAA
back of the week for the
ensuing performance.
Kane, entering the
game needing only 12 yards
to surpass the old career
mark held by Johnny

SJSU running back Rick
Kane, who moved into the
top position among all-time
Spartan rushers on a seven
yard slant off right tackle
in the Spartans 21-7 win
over Fresno State SaturEDUCATION

Finance your college
education without
going broke
see pp. 373404
BUYING A CAR

Get more
mileage
out of your
car-buying
dollar
see pp.
293-340

Long Beach nose guard
Kise Fiatoa, billed as the
strongest player in
collegiate football,
received lineman of the
week laurels for his 10tackle performance in the
49ers 21-10 intersectional
triumph over Lamar.
Fiatoa, the 6-1, 240
pound Samoan, had only a
couple of tackes in the
49ers 34-7 loss to the
Spartans a week ago.
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Johnson at 1700 yards,
picked up 63 yards on 16
carries to elevate his
career total to 1752 yards in
one of his worst performances of the season.

By Larry Goldstein
SJSU’s women’s
swimming team will be
looking for its third victory
of the season as it hosts the
University of Nevada -Reno
and Fresno State in a trimeet on Saturday.
The meet will begin at
12 noon in the women’s
pool. Admission is free.
Following a season
opening loss to the
University of Pacific the
swimmers have defeated
San Francisco State and
Sacramento State in dual
meets.
Kovisto pleased
In the Chico Relays the
team finished sixth out of
11 teams. Coach Jane
Koivisto is pleased with her
team’s progress.
"We are much more of a
team than we have been in
the past. What I mean by
that is the talent from top
to bottom doesn’t fluctuate
that much and this lends to
team unity. I am really
super happy with the gals"
Koivisto said.
Bebe Bryans, one of the
stars of the team, qualified
for the nationals in the
Sacramento meet as she
paddled to 29:03 time in the
50 backstroke. The
qualifying time she needed
to beat was 29:09.
Koivisto hopes that
Bryans can also qualify for
the nationals in three other
events. They are the 50
freestyle, the 100 individual
medly and the 50 butterfly.

"She is not that far off
the qualifying times in any
of those events and should
be able to hit them soon"
the coach said.
According to Koivisto
other swimmers with a
chance to qualify for the
nationals are Mary Vincent, Patti Furrier and
Vicki Bryan.
Swimmers pressed
Vincent specialty is the
50 butterfly, Furrier’s are
the 50 and 100 backstroke
and Bryan’s are the 50 and
100 breaststroke.
In Saturday’s meet
Koivisto feels the swimmers will be hard pressed
by the Fresno team.
"Fresno is a real strong
team and will give us some
good competition," she
said. "If Stanford wasn’t in
our conference I think
Fresno would probably win
it. But Stanford is a team
with super talent and is
almost unbeatable."
Timers and judges are
needed for Saturday’s meet
and all volunteers are
welcome. Anyone interested should contact
coach Koivisto at the
women’s pool between 4
and 6 p.m. any day this
week.

as individuals who have
been very impressive so
far.
Aggressive play
"What these guys lack
in experience, not being in
a structured program
before, they make up with
their quickness and
aggressive play."
One ball player whom
Guevara had special praise
for was Johnson, who is a
wanton.
"Frank has great
jumping ability, and with
time and some work he
could become a great
shooter.
"I remember when his
coach from Inglewood High
School first called me last
summer," Guevara
recalls, "and told me about
how good Frank was.
"Frank knew we
couldn’t offer him any type
of scholarship," Guevara
continued, "but he liked
what he saw of SJSU and
after we managed to work
out a financial package for
him, he decided to attend.
"He did this even
though he was aware of
how tough it was going to
be, because we already had
recruited two other
guards," Guevara said.
"But he has come on
and done a fine job, and I’m
just glad we have him with
us."
The Spartans of course
will have a lot of experience returning to the
club, mainly guard Rick
Quinn, forward Tracy
Haynes and Steve Swarbrick, along with all
leaguers Steve Sincock and
Kenny Mickey.
They will also have the
services of junior forward
Larry Bowles, who played
on the same high school
championship team as
UCLA’s Marcus Johnson.
and who was a red-shirt
last year.

sports 3
The Spartan cagers also
had what Guevara said was
a very good recruiting
year, as they have some
talented ball players from
the Jaycee ranks to give the
team added strength at key
positions.
Edgar Pate, a forward
from Los Angeles City
College, guard Ron Ward
from Philadelphia, whom
Guevara regards as a "pro
prospect," and guard
Brian Lenzen from Long
Beach should add a lot of
depth to the squad.
Freshman forward
Wally Rank, and Stan Hill,
a first year man from New
Zealand, and walk on
forward Willie Washington
brings to the Spartans the

depth in the forward center
spots that they had been
lacking in the past.
At present, Ward and
Hill are bothered with
nagging ankle and back
injuries respectively, but
while Ward is expected to
recover soon (he’s about 80
percent now) Hill is in the
process of getting treatment for his back problem.
It is anticipated by
Guevara that both will be
ready by the season
opener.

fiOPY-RIGHT
XEROX COPIES

36 0
NO MIN
SHARP
CLEAR
STU ID
GUALITy LAMINATING
Et INSTANT BOOKBINDING
2939 Park, Santa Clara

Cosmic
Church of Life
SPIRITUAL
METAPHYSICAL
PSYCHIC SCIENCE CENTER
Spiritual healing
and messages
at all services

Private
consultation
by appt

Rev. Michelina Russo, Pastor
998-5328
Hotel De Alva
233W Santa Clara
(Santa Clara Fioorn)

Sovice,

Mon Mors,
Sat Sun 2 p m

SNOWMOTION
Look for the
Daily’s "Hot" Winter
Sports section

TOMORROW
It will feature
articles on how to have a
more enjoyable Winter. Hang on
to it and

GO FOR IT!

DO YOU KNOW?
r-

John Oletnik

Frank Laise

Bruce Olson.

Marty Lynn

Gene McFarlane

Dick Geno

These six have over 47 years combined experience
serving college trained people.

AND DID YOU KNOW.

WOODSTOCK
Moms Dailey 7 Et 10 p m
Oct 29

That one of them can help you start your life insulance program without a medical exam,
and defer your premiums until you start working full-timel

COLLEGE LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
Call for appointment: 255-2880

a
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news summary
Nixon White House tapes
not confidential, says court
WASHINGTON (AP)
The U. S. Court of Appeals cleared the way
Tuesday for broadcasting
of the Nixon White House
tapes played at the
Watergate cover-up trial.
"The tapes played at
trial are no longer confidential," the court ruled
in a 2-1 decision.
The ruling also permits
the sale of the tapes as
phonograph records.
Included is the so-called
"smoking gun" tape of
June 23, 1972, when former
President Richard M.
Nixon ordered that the
FBI’s investigation of the
Watergate break-in, six
days earlier, be halted.

Also among the tapes
played at the trial is the
March 21, 1973 warning, by
former Nixon counsel John
Dean, that there was a
cancer on the presidency.
The three television
networks, the Public
Broadcasting System, a
news directors’
organization and Warner
Communications, Inc., a
manufacturer of phonograph records, had asked
to reproduce the tapes.
Initially, U.S. District
Judge Gerhard A. Gesell
had ruled that could be
done, provided the applicants came up with a

plan to prevent commercialization or undignified use. Later he
reviewed proposals and
found them unacceptable.
U.S. District Judge John
J. Sirica, who presided
over the cover-up trial,
then denied the applications, saying any such
action had to wait until
appeals were exhausted by
the four men convited in
the case, John N. Mitchell,
H.R. Haldeman, John D.
Ehrlichman and Robert C.
Mardian.
The appeals court
recently upheld the convictions of all except
Mardian.

Communist party meeting
ends in no major changes
MOSCOW (AP)
The
likelihood of a Kremlin
shakeup faded Tuesday as
a two-day meeting of the
Communist party’s Central
Committee ended with the
nation’s aging leaders all
retaining their powerful
Politburo posts.
Before the meeting,

rumors had circulated that
Premier Alexei N.
Kosygin, 72, might be
nearing the end of his
career. Kosygin has been
reported to be ill and
dropped from public view
for three months until
reappearing earlier this
month.

Vietnam vets capture
Sen. Tunney’s office
LOS ANGELES (AP)
The leader of a
dozen Vietnam veterans
who have been occupying
the office of Sen. John
Tunney said Tuesday the
group will stay until "we
get some action on the
problems of America’s
veterans."
Ron Kovic, 30, a
vokesman for the group
which calls itself the
American Veterans
Movement, said, "We’re
doing this because the
problems of veterans have
not been addressed in this
presidential campaign."

Kovic said the group
wants to meet with
President Ford and Jimmy
Carter. He said no response
to the request has been
given by either candidate.
Among the problems
that Kovic says his group
wants to alleviate are "the
bad conditions in veterans
hospitals and jobs for
veterans."
The group entered
Tunney’s office on Monday.
Tunney has issued a
statement supporting the
aims of the group and
directed his staff to assist
the veterans.

Protesters arrested
in antibusing boycott
BOSTON (AP)
1’wenty-two young
protesters were arrested
here during a one-day
antibusing school boycott
that included two attempted fire-bombings of integrated schools, authorities
said.
The arrests occurred
when about 100 persons
tried to stage a demonstration Monday against
busing at South Boston
High School. Most of those
arrested were charged
with disorderly conduct.
Police said six bottles of
gasoline and motor oil and
three flares were thrown
through a classroom
window at the rear of the
school, but they failed to
ignite.
"By rights, it should
have gone off," said
Patrolman Bill Charbonnier, who discovered
the broken window before
dawn.
The city school information center said only
159 black pupils and 39

white students showed up
for Monday classes at the
school. Official figures
indicate that 835 white
students and 534 black
pupils are registered at the
school, but daily attendance has averaged
about 400 whites and 200
blacks.

A Moscow radio communique at the end of the
year’s second committee
session announced no
changes in the Politburo,
whose members,
averaging close to 66 years
in age, control party and
state policy.
Only second -level
personnel changes were
announced: the election of
a new Central Committee
secretary, raising the
number to 11, and the
elevation of three candidate members to full
membership in the 280member Central Committee.
The committee meeting
is to be followed today by
the 1976 session of the
Soviet parliament, known
as the Supreme Soviet,
which technically could
bring changes in Soviet
government positions.
But no major changes in
the leadership were e;pected to come followifig
the lack of a party announcement on Tuesday.
And no visible steps were
expected to be taken
toward solving succession
problems as Soviet leaders
grow older.
"Nothing has changed,"
one Western diplomat
commented at the conclusion of Tuesday’s closed
session. "As for succession, they’re no closer than
they were before."

COPIES
Vic
no minimum

The board of directors is re
* sponsible for operational pd.
Ides of the Spartan Bookstore’ Spartan Food Services
* and Spartan Shops. Inc.
1-2 year term
1-1 year term

Campus Planning
Committee
4 Seats
Advises the President regard
ing the long range major poi Icy questions relating to the
planning of this campus and
the area surrounding it.
1 year term

Application deadline is Friday. Contact Gloria
Grotjan.
A.5 Personne Officer, A.S. Office, 3rd
level Student Union.
Applications are still being accepted for three
graduate positions on the student council.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

PYRAMID POWER
NOW AVAILABLE AT

4Feekt qrts
TOWN AND COUNTRY, SAN JOSE
See for yourself how Pyramid Power works. Thousands claim pyramids are capable of powers which
range from preserving food to improving sex. Available for $5.95.
Produce your own pyramid water from tap water.
Sharpen razor blades, get up to 200 smooth
shaves.
improve the taste of your wine.
Accent plant growth.
Discover for yourself other expressions of pyramid
power. We are also featuring a unique collection of
Egyptian sculpture, prints and jewelry

Your center for art supplies
and picture frames.
OPEN 4 NIGHTS Et 7 DAYS,

"We are not a third
party, but instead a new
emerging party, much like
the Republicans 125 years
ago," he said to about 250
students and teachers at
California State University
at Hayward last week.

414 Town and Country, San Jose, 249 4277

state legislator said he and
his party are for letting the
woman be the sole decision
maker in whether or not
she wants an abortion.
However he did not say
that the Libertarian Party
was for assisting women
with hospital payments for
abortions.
Response from the
listeners at the rally was
largely favorable. A few

The

former

students wore Libertarian
t -shirts showing their
loyalty to what MacBride
called "the third largest
party in the Country."
According to MacBride,
the Libertarian Party was
founded in 1972. They were
registered in two states and
received 10,000 votes in the
1972 general election. Now
the Libertarian is accounted for in all 50 states.

MacBride calls his
party traditional, yet
highly innovative.
Libertarian campaign
literature states the party
is pro-police, pro-army and
anti-welfare.
In the area of foreign
policy, MacBride said to
the Central Intelligence

Agency is the reason why
the United States is hated
by so many countries.
He told the crowd when
countries cry out to tourists
words like "gringo go
home," they are really only
talking about the CIA’s
activity in that country.

CHARLIE’S
Donut & Bakery Shop

At the rally at CSL
Hayward, MacBride said
the top priority of the
Libertarian’s platform is
preventing the government
from running anyone’s personal life.

Bread. Pies and Pastnes
Always Fresh

Special Rates to School Clubs
2298S. Bascom Ave./Campbell
Open 5 a.m.12 p.m.
C Mignano Manager 371-5151

Vermont

Discount on all stock: lamps,
Tiffanys, shades, and lamp parts.

classifieds
announcements
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PIANO INSTRUCTION -- THEORY
CLASSICAL
Et HARMONY
TO JAZZ
20 YEARS EXPERIENCE, CALL 225-7013.
BREAD AND ROSES BOOKSHOP
136 So 1st St., 294-2930.
New and used, Afro-American
Latino. Chicano, Native Ameri
can, Marxist, women’s labor,
children’s books Er much more
Selected posters Et records.
Friendly personal service.
Browsers welcome. Ask about
our special events. Open 10 to 6.
Mon. through Sat.
AWAKEN Your fantasies while
conditioning your body. Eufrasia
School of Ballet offers special
college age classes for beginners
through advanced. Small classes
individual attention. Studios:
San Jose Et Santa Clara.
241-1300.
KUNG EU is now available at the Institute of PsychoPhysical Development la non-profit educational corporation) 325 S. First
St., 4th Floor, San Jose. Classes
are on MON thru THUR at 7 p.m.
-and SAT at 10 a.m., spectators
welcome. Full. time students 112
units Of morel get a 15% discount. For more information drop
by or call 293-6611.
The Christian Science Organization
meets at 3:30 Wednesdays in the
SJSU Student Chapel. The
SJSU campus community is
welcome.
Hire a
PHOTOGRAPHS
photographer at a small hourly
fee for weddings, dinners, etc..
and keep the negatives. Also will
trade this service for others Call
Ron 14151471-7727.
OVERSEAS JOBS
Sum/Tref! year
round. Europe. S.
America, Australia, Asia, etc. All
fields, 450631200 monthly. Expenses paid, sightseeing. Free info. Write: International Job
Center, Dept. SEI, Bon 4490,
Berkeley, CA 94704.
SCALE FILIPINO Pride Coordinator, Supervises SJSU volunteers to develop ethnic studies
curriculum for school districts.
Contact SCALE office at
277.2189 in Old Cafeteria.
gather your
EARN MONEY
friends in your home doiin and
sell fashion jeans at discount
prices. Call 295-3593 niter 5.
FRIDAY FLICKS presents’
WOODSTOCK. A musical marathon featuring such rock artists
as Joe Cocker. Crosby Stills and
Nash, Jimi Hendrix, Santana,
The Who, altogether 30 groups 6
singles. Two shows. 7 p.m. 810
p.m. Friday, Oct. 29, in Morris
Dailey Aud. by ALPHA PHI
OMEGA, 50C
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE, SAE
will be selling tickets for Saturday’s Homecoming Game, in
front of the SU, this week

automotive

2954336

* * * * * *
Student Representatives
Needed
2 Seats

By Randy Brown
Presidential candidate
Roger MacBride talked
with confidence about his
growing political party, the
Libertarians.

K I NKO’S
123S 3rd St

Spartan Shops
Board of Directors

Ex-legislator discusses new party

10 MG Midget 366 fair, asking
41500’best offer Ask for Jung
Lee after 5 p.m. Tel 277-2512-3.

h.

entertainment

1

FRIDAY FLICKS Presents’
WOODSTOCK, A musical marathon featuring such rock artists
as Joe Cocker, Crosby Stills and
Nash, Jim, Hendrix, Santana,
The Who. altogether 30 groups Et
singles. Two shows, 7pm Et 10
p.m. Friday. Oct 29, en Morris
Dailey Aud. by ALPHA PHI
OMEGA, 50C.
SKI CLUB HALLOWEEN PARTY,
Sat. Oct. 3), 9 p.m. BRUNER
HALL. 272 E Campbell Ave 42
members, 42 50 non mems
lw ASB card) Live band, cos
fume prizes

111

help wanted
PRODUCT Advertising Survey. In.
terview housewives, house-to
house, on cost of living opinions.
and advertise low cost, high quality meat. Work mornings
9:30-12:30,3 to 5 days a week, as
school schedule allows. Stead,
03 per hr 299 4906 Mr. Green.
Waitresses Needed, Food Et
Cocktail, Part time. Super opportunity for super ladies. Call Vin.
rage House Restaurant.
378-1271.
Admin. Awl: Typing, Phone, Gen’l
Office. Sm. Commodity Trdg Co.
Call 321-6660, 5-6pm.
By Dancers Wanted. Reasonable
compensation. 248-1230. Dennis
or Vince.
I NEED A BABYSITTER. 2 WEEK
DAYS. SOME HRS CAN BE
ARRANGED FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE. SPARTAN CITY,
292-0697
U.

DELIGHTFUL place to live. Ping
pony, volleyball, dishwasher,
radar oven. Extra clean, extra
quiet 234S. llth St. I blk. from
campus. $85 and up. 998-0993.
9689410 level. Mgrs. wanted.
EXCELLENT Rooms Across Cam
pus, men, 99 S. 9th St. Kitchen
prin. Shared $70,mo. Private
3105/mo, Phone 279-9818, if no
answer call 268-1750. Girls 278 S.
10th St Across Bus. Build.
Kitchen privil Et parking from
$75, shared mo. a 0115 Private,
Call 2799035, if no answer on the
above numbers call 268-1750.
DELIGHTFUL place to live. Ping
Pong. Volleyball, dishwasher,
radar oven. Extra clean, extra
quiet. 234 S. 11th St. 1 blk. from
campus. $90 and up. 998-0803,
968 7410 level. Mgrs. wanted.
Vary Large, airy. upstrs. Apt. 2 BR,
has stove, retro,. 1/2 blk from
SJSU Parking. No children or
dogs. Responsible tenants. $225.
Call 379.3659 after 6 p.m.
LARGE SPANISH 3 km. homc in
Willow Glen above a potential
restaurant to open soon. Rooms
availble 450-$103,mo. or es
change for labor. Call 2921052
FEMALE ROOMMATE 8 FRIEND
POSSIBILITY OF
NEEDED
MATURING INTO A LASTING
RELATIONSHIP. I have voice de
fact, live near campus. Brian at
298-2308, no rent required.

ROOMMATE WANTED: To share 4
bdrm house Cambrian area.
$98.75 me plus
util. Enclosed
patio, dishwasher. etc. Gary.
2669678
FURNISHED
1 bdrm., CLEAN,
QUIET, 2 blks from SJSU, 2nd
floor. 1 car stall. Avail. Nov. 1,
$155 mu $100 dep dully refund
able/ Inquire 295-7513 1566 S
5th, No 201
FEMALE to share furn, room near
SJSU. 360/mo. Lail. incl. Call
295-5415 after 6 or 2913248.
666 So. 11th St. The State House.
completely refurnished, new
apts., drps. turn., and a safe Se
curdy bldg. with parking spaces
All 2 tx. 2 ba. at $23). See meter
gem Apt 112914967.
2-3 FEMALE mates wanted lover
211 to share apt in Dec. or can
help me look for a place now
Eileen, 277985) AM or aft. 10
pm
THE GOOD LIFE
Spacious 5
bdrm. 4 baths, formal dining,
separate study, pool, all in walk
ing distance for you Mr Pro
lessor Call 258-4118, 497,000

for sale

Classified Rates

lines
Imes
lines
lines

One
day

Two
days

Three Four
days days

Free
days

$1 50
2 00
250
3 00

?DO
2 50
3.00
3 50

2
2
3
3

25
75
75
75

740
2 90
340
3 90

50
300
3.50
400

50

50

50

Each additional Ime add
50
50

first time with no hassles W.
manufacture a complete line of
Hi Fi speakers and blank record
ing tape sold wholesale to the
public
Sounds Unique, 9982693. Tires Sat. 12-6.
USED STEREO EQUIPMENT. We
buy 6 sell used stereo equip.
mend REBUY HI -Fl, 5023 Stevens Creek Blvd. Santa Clara,
985-0344, T F, 10-7, Sat 10-5

i;.

travel

ii

Entertainment
F or Sale

it Lost and Found

Housing

i Personals

GOING ABROAD?? Chances are
you need appliances that operate
on 220 volt, 50 cycle We carry a
variety of 220 volt appliances
ARIS EXPORT CO 6419 Tele
graph Ave., Oak Ca 94609 Tel
415-6644751

TYPING IBM Selectric
2539584
Pick up and Delivery
YOGA and Meditation Classes offered day and night. Yoga is a
mental and physical discipline the meditation practice is simple
and direct The price is 20 dollars
for 30 classes of 2 hours each.
Call now 292WAVE San Jose.
TYPING.
Term Papers/.
resumes’ theses) senior projects/letters. 75C page and up.
Office neat SJU. 287-8811,
287-8612)9 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.) or
262-1923 (all other hours). Ask
for Kitty Caner, North Valley
Secretarial Service.
TYPING IBM SEL. II, fast, accurate, exp. in Campbell’Turabran 267-3119 Nan.

BE CREATIVE
BE MYSTERIOUS

TYPING
thesis, term papers,
etc , experienced and fast.
Phone 269-8674.
AT LAST a fun way to exercise"
Enroll now in ADULT dancing
classes. Improves Coordination,
Mental Stimulation Great Way
to Meet People. Modern Jazz or
Tap Classes. Call Kaiser Dance
Studio. 2414834.
MENI WOMEN!
JOBS ON
SHIPS, American. Foreign. No
experience required
Excellent
pay. Worldwide travel Summer
lob or career. Send $3 for
information. SEAFAX. Dept 8-9,
First & Laurel Streets, Port
Angeles, Washington 98362.
BUSINESS Opportunity, Stuff
envelopes 950 pe, MO. Send
stamped addressed envelope to
A. Rodriguez, 1212 E William
St., San Jose. CA 95116.

BE PERSONAL

Send Your Personal Message
In Spartan Daily Classifieds

TYPING Done in my home. Letter.
reports, resumes, etc. Call Cathy
weekdays between 5 N 10.
923 2795
Sidon
LESBIAN RAP GROUP
nixed by Peer DropIn. Do you
want to talk about coming out?
Parents? Lovers? Anything as a
lesbian? Come to our first meeting Oct. 26th. 2:304:30 at the
women’s center and see what
our group could mean for you.
New beginning class
KUNG FU
on campus starts 113 Price
57 50 with money back after 1st
class if not satisfied Register at
A S Business Office in Student
Union today to reserve a Place
maxPRE -LAW STUDENTS
imixe LSAT srbre by taking Bay
Area LSAT Review Course
taught by Stanford Lawyers wrth
over 5 years teaching experience
in other locations. Starts Nov
17. Call 416 1141-6500 for information.
I hear you’s. fallen in love . . for
special music, chosen by you for
your wedding day, call 371 1877.
Skip Garcia, Balladeer Music for
weddings, receptions, and pri
vate parties
TYPING, 50C page, overnight rush
OK Call Pate, 233 2808

2 lines 1 day is 75c
2 lines 2 days is $1
Come in to JC 208 between
9am and 3 pm.
non commercial ads only

.1:

SAVE THIS AD. Before you pur
chase costly stereo equipment.
check with us Int discounts on
20) major brands of Audio, TV.
tape, car stereo. etc Advice on
purchasing the Right gear the

Print Your Ad Here:
rttlpfrrm

30 Pelted and spaces for each line)

35
35
35
35

Check a Classification
ii Help Wanted

CHARTER INFORMATION TO
NEW YORK
CHICAGO .
.
EUROPE AT CHRISTMAS
MANY OTHER DESIGNATIONS
YOUTH HOSTEL CARDS
WORK ABROAD ... STU,
DENT I.D. CARDS .. EURAIL
St BRITRAIL PASSES . .
INTER -EUROPEAN FLIGHTS
. INFORMATION TO ALL
PARTS OF THE WORLD .
CONTACT THE STUDENT
TRAVEL CENTER (BARRACK
F8, BEHIND MORRIS DAILEY)
MON. WED Et THURS 1 p.m . -4
p.m
OR CALL ANYTIME
259-8356 The Student Travel
Center is sponsored by SJSU
Backpackers International Club.

services

Print name

Automotive

.ri

CHARTER FLIGHTS winter and
spring to London from Oakland
Seats available for XMAS. $359,
3o, 4 weeks. Also Frankfurt from
L A. from 4399. British European
Travel, 937 Saratoga Ave , San
Jose, 95129. Phone 446-5252.
RUSSIA, ISRAEL or Ireland during
semester bteak. Spend 2 weeks
in Moscow, Leningrad Et London
138991 or Israel 06991. Four
weeks in Ireland Et London
1$9501 All include air Et hotel plus
much more. Also Hong Kung

Europe charters For lull details,
contact Studytrek, 2125 Union
St., San Francisco, 94123 14151
922-8940

STUDENT Dental Plan - Enroll
"now". Applications and information at Associated Students office or call 3716811.

Each
add,
trona!
day

Minimum Three Lines One Doe
Semester rate fell issues) 1125.00

Announcements

111

St6f908

EXPERIENCE open !trendy corn
munication W your peers in a
quiet warm atmosphere. Drop by
the Peer Drop In Center, 3rd
floor, Strident Union. Diablo
Room Its a friendly place to
relax and meet people. also

CASH for books and records
Phone 290-6275 Recycle Book
store 98 F San Fernando, SJ
Selection of used books Er
records Great,

workshops, groups, referrals and
information. M. thur Thurs., 10
am.- 7 p.m., Friday 10-3 p.m.
Drop by soon.
LOVE 9 MUSIC, Would three
mind- blowing ours be enough? If
so, please loin Joe Cocker,
Crosby Stills Nash Et Young, Jimi
Hendrix, Santana and many
more in the movie: WOODSTOCK. Two shows. 7 and 10
I p.m. Friday Oct. 28, in Morris
Dailey Aud. 50C .
Denise, WADKA7 Well. I love you,
but I don’t know about the
Wadka, Dave
SIGMA PEs a Bro from Upsilon
Chapter is now Orr Lamps to
renew a colony. Call Bob
B56-9004.
FLYING to San Diego for SJS vs
SD football game, cost approx.
$40. Call Steve at 298-1329.
CONTACT DAVE,
ANN,
URGENT% 265-7990 eves. Met
at game Sat. Night
0-Ti-I-Jen, Yesterday, Today,
Tomorrow you shall be my beloved. ROAR

41

personals

11.

Custom made down iackets, vest,
and sleeping bags Call Libby at
244 0997

3
4
5
6

.1!

housing

LARGE 2 BDRM 3160. Fireplace,
28.wa,s-227h/d2iyer, 269-8927 Et

PONTIAC VENTURA O. ’73. Air,
AT, PS, low on 268-6421 after 5
P.16
VW Service $1250 r pans. ADJ
valves, brakes, carb,
Change plugs. points, oil All
work guaranteed, call Paul,
227 8324

IU

SHREDDED FOAM Rubber, 50C
lbs Any Quantity, 293-2964.
75 gallon show tank.
Aquarium
Excellent cond with hood, MO.
265-6624
DURAFIBER 20Dcm skis, with
Salomon 555 bindings. Head 19)
cm freestyle skis with Salomon
556 bindings Nordica GT boots
9M. Lady Nordica boots 8M
Salomon 505 and 555 bindings.
358 1148

it Servocef

ii Transportation
ii Travel

Phone

Address
city
SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIED
SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA 95114

E nc kited I’S

For

Days

Deadline. two days or,or to Pub
reunion
Consectitive publication dates On
No

refunds

on

cancelled ads
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Bunzel, priest swap ideas
A comparison of the
activities of the Watergate
burglars with those of
Philip and Daniel Berrigan
by SJSU President John
Bunzel helped provoke a
recent exchange of letters
in both the monthly
alumnus journal and the
weekly student newspaper
at the University of Santa
Clara (SCU).
The exchange. between
Bunzel and Father Tennant
C. Wright. a lecturer in
religious studies at Santa
Clara, resulted from a difference in the two men’s
appraisal of the relative
calm found on the college
campuses in the 1970s, as
contrasted with the
agitation of the 1960s.
Acts justified
Bunzel, in a commencement address delivered to
the June graduating class
at SCU, had suggested both
the Berrigans and the
Watergate burglars had
tried to justify illegal acts
because they felt they were
acting out of a sense of high
moral purpose.
Wright addressed his
"Open Letter to Dr. John
H. Bunzel" to "offer
another interpretation" of
Bunzel’s commencement
address.
Printed alongside
Wright’s letter, in the
October issue of Santa
Clara Today, was a response by Bunzel.
Wright’s letter questioned Bunzel’s commencement contention that the
searching and rebellion of
the 1960s is over, and that it
is now time for a solid and
orderly building for the
future.

"Would that we could so
build!" Wright wrote.
"However, it seems to
me that the search and agitation of minds and hearts
have not been solved or
passed in the 19705; rather
all this confusion and
rebellion have only been repressed."
Wright maintained that
students are peaceful, but
not because all the questions have been answered
and the problems solved.
Americans survivng
"Most Americans," he
wrote, "are exhausted;
their energy is low and they
are simply maintaining,
surviving."
Wright termed Bunzel’s
likening of the Berrigans’
activities to the Watergate
cover-up "inaccurate and
inopportune."
"Inaccurate," he wrote,
"because Watergate was
an attempt to keep the
American people unaware
of destructive reality and
so keep us in our blind confusion, while the
Berrigans’ symbolic
burning of a few draft records was an attempt to
make the people aware of
unnecessary maiming and
destruction of our own
people, other peoples and
indeed whole nations, and
to urge us to clearer
vision."
Wright characterized
the Berrigans as prophets,
because "the prophet demands we look honestly at
the present reality."
Ordinary cited
Wright labeled Bunzel’s
comparison inopportune
"because at this Bicentennial moment in our na-

tional history, when so
many are noting our lack of
leaders with clear vision
(in contrast to 1776) yours
was a call to the ordinary,
the visionless, a criticism
at least implicit of the
prophet and the creative."
In response, Bunzel
wrote that, although he was
’flattered that Father
Wright found my Commencement address of last
June ’provocative,’ enough
so to evoke such a thoughtful response," his
reference to the Berrigan
brothers was made "in connection with a point that
somehow has gotten lost in
Father Wright’s letter."
Plan devised
Bunzel wrote that the
Watergate burglars, when
caught, began almost by instinct to devise a plan,
which even included
perjury, to cover it up.
"I went on to say: ’They
were not the first and they
will not be the last to believe that the rightousness
of their cause justified illegal or unethical means to
achieve their goal,’ "
Bunzel wrote.
He said former
Watergate prosecutor
Archibald Cox has suggested that the Berrigan’s
destruction of draft records
and Daniel Ellsberg’s
actions are not much different because in each
case, the individual deright
cided he was
in what he did
Bombs planted
"It was only a few years
ago," Bunzel wrote, "that
student radicals, also filled
with high moral purpose,
planted bombs, burned

Government to match funds
in vet education program
All those entering the
military after Dec. 31, 1976
will be subject to a new
voluntary veteran’s college
benefit program in which
they would pay toward part
of their future benefits
. while still in the service.
The new program
provides that contributions
up to $2,700 may be paid
into a fund by military
personnel over a threeyear period towards a
college education. These
contributions will be
matched by the government on a 2-1 basis, said
Robert Sampson, direction
of SJSU’s Veterans Affairs
Office.
The law is a part of
Senate Bill 969, the
Veterans Education and
Employment Assistance
Act of 1976. The bill was
signed into law by
President Gerald Ford,
Oct. 15.
However, "Vietnam -era
veterans collecting
educational benefits have
something to smile about,"
said David Wheatley,
editor of SJSU’s veterans
newsletter

The new educational
legislation increases by
eight per cent the
educational assistance and
subsistence allowances
currently being paid to
veterans Wheatley said.
"This means that a fulltime student without
dependents will see his
monthly check go up to $292
from the current $270."

Other key effects of the
bill are: extension of basic
entitlement from 36 to 45
months for both undergraduate and graduate
students; an increase in the
annual VA direct education
loan from $600 to $1,500 for
eligible veterans, survivors
and dependents; an eight
per cent increase in tutorial assistance payments.
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John Bunzel
buildings, and roughed up
speakers on campus who
dared to express opinions
they did not like. They justified what they did on the
grounds that their tactics
were the only way to bring
about a moral regeneration
of the campuses."
Bunzel added he was
talking about the relationship of means to ends in a
democratic society, with
the observation that "We
have had enough of the selfappointed moralists on the
left and the right who are
perfectly willing to sacrifice the Bill of Rights or the
democratic process before
their own personal gods."
Bunzel said that from
all of his ideas, Wright extracted the example of the
Berrigans "to make his
own point namely, that
he likes them because the,
are prophets."
Bunzel concluded,
saying "... prophets and
True Believers make me
nervous. I have not found
that the track record of the
Berrigans is especially
compelling, but that may
be my fault I tend to take

one day at a time and have
a genuine distrust of those
who know the Truth way
ahead of the rest of us."
Wright said Tuesday
that the point of their disagreement is that Bunzel does
not see a place for the
prophetic, whereas he
does.
"That’s probably the
reason he’s a university
president and I’m not," he
said.
"We have two totally
different approaches to
education, but I think that’s
what a university is all
about. It should be a place
where all different kinds of
ideas are permitted to
come together."
Bunzel could not be
reached for comment

’Blood Alley’ bypass
receives state okay
Commuter students who
travel through "Blood
Alley" will be able to bypass this dangerous section
of road in future years.
A $7.2 million project to
start the construction next
year of a freeway to bypass
the "Blood Alley" section
of Highway 101 between
San Jose and Morgan Hill
was approved Thursday by
the California Highway
Commission.
An average of 12 persons die each year on the
present four-lane road.
The amount ap
propriated is only enough
to complete the first stage
of the freeway.
Highway department
spokesman Dick Friedman
said this stage is likely to
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it has been included in a
fiscal year budget.
The budget will be included with other transportation department
budgets and sent to the
governor’s office. It also
will require approval by
the legislature.

TRIVIA QUESTION
FOR TODAY: In
Shakespeare’s "Romeo
and Juliet" what were
the names of the
families involved?
YESTERDAY’S
Joe
ANSWER:
DiMaggio was born in
Martinez.
Trivia suggestions
should be submitted to
Rick Gaunt at the
Spartan Daily office
between 1:30 p.m. and
4.30p.m.
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include only installation of
storm drains and grading
of the roadway.
Building structures
such as overpasses and
underpasses will require
approval by the commission in future years, he
said.
But approval of part of
the project now virtually
commits the highway department and the commission to complete the
rest of the project because
of the public pressure that
will be aimed at both
groups if it is not finished,
Friedman said.
The 12-mile bypass will
run east of Monterey Highway, connecting freeway
links at Cochran Road in
Morgan Hill and at Ford
Road in San Jose.
This project has been
considered since 1950 but
this has been the first time
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